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PEACE CONGRESS

7

THE DOCTORED SCALES SHOW
SUGAR TRUST'S $2,000,000 GAME

WITH A BUSINESS

QUIT

WIL-HELMIN-

fzZmfffi,
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Delegates 10 Second Nation
al Conference Finish
Three Days'

Tart Has Come to That Con
elusion After Talking
With Various
Members.

Work.
FOREIGNERS TELL
THEIR

01

OOLLIVER

VIEWS

SEN!

German Ambassador
Can't See It That
Way.
May
Chicago.
5. "Compulsory
peace is the Incubator of war; prep
ration for war Is a menace to peace
broken peace treaties are peace break
ers." said Alfred H. Love, of Philadel
phia, president of the Universal peace
Union, In the last day's sesnlon of the
peace congress here today.
Love aid It was a lamentable page
In history that nations build gigantic.
causing
destructive "dreadnaughts,"
other nations to Imitate this cowardly
action, and at the same time to say
on its coins: "In God We Trust.
An exchange of greetings between
diplomatic representatives of various
nations and a business meeting to
discuss practical results constituted
the day's work.
r allowing Is a summary of the
resolutions adopted by the congress
before adjourning:
"Public-wa- r
is out of date and bar
barism Is unworthy of our time. It
ought, by agreement between the na
tions, be made, in the future, impos
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The picture shows how the little strip or iron which chented Uncle
Sam was applied to the American Suk;h- Refining Co. scales on the docks
at Brooklyn and Jersey City. Kvery time one ounce of pressure wa given
one of these springs, the sugar trust got the benefit of 4S ounces in
the
truckload f Imported sugar being weighed. Got over 12.000,000 benefit out
of It, which was a 6 per cent dividend on the big capital stock of the American Sugar Refining Co.
And so. by the industry of its weighmen. the trust naid n,.
on 75,000,000 pjunds of su;.r. ' So y.ealous were some of its
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Washington,
May 5. President
Taft has come to the conclusion, after
talk with members of the House
and Senate in the last two or three
daysr that there la little hope for the
adjournment
ot Congress before
June 15 or July 1.
In the Senate today, Senator Dol- liver again took up his attack on the
tariff schedules with (8 senators In
their seats. Aldrich wan not present
at the beginning of thu address.
"My friend,
thesenator from
Rhode Island, got a good deal of
comfort from sneering at me yesterday because I sought the advice of
the persons qualified to speak on the
wool schedules," said Dolllver. "Such
things are pot only uncalled for but
are little short of the ridiculous when
the senator sits there and reads from
a pamphlet prepared by experts.
"I repeat that he Is In no position
to criticize when I get advice from
wise men and prepare myself to address the people of the I'nlted
States."
Recalling what Aldrich said yester-dn- that it wnuld be shown that no
changes incrrasing th" cotton rates
had neon made, Tolll.r said If It was
a correct statement he would expect
the Italics carrying ths Senate amendments stricken out. The fact was,
he said, the rates ate Increased

TO PRISON

Court (mposes Sentences on
Men Convicted In Municipal Graft
Cases.

UHS
THE LEAST PENALTY

Tells Aldrich to Get as Much Sat
Isfactlon as He Can Out of
Sneers Because They
Don't Hurt
Him.

at Any Time to Disarm. But
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RESUMES
ATTACK

Minister Wu Says China Is Ready
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JULIANA LOUISA EMMA MARIE
MUST LIKE THESE GIFTS

MUCH BEFORE FIRST

wari-
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Each man Cot a Penitentiary Sentence and Heavy Fine for
Complicity In the

Craft and for
Bribery.
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Pitteburg, Mav f,
Imposed today on the seven
convicted during the last wee or two
of complicity in the municipal
cases. The sentences meted outjraft
by
the court are as follows:
W. w. Ramsey, former
bank president, convicted of national
sentenced
to eighteen months hriw.
In prls- .
fit, n .... .i
jib; a nne ot- 11,000.
John F. Klein, councilman. sen
tenced to two years In prison and to
pay a fine of 1.000 as the penalty
for
brlbery.and eighteen months In prison
for conspiracy.
Joseph C. Wasson. COUnrllmun mn- vlcted of consulracv. eltrhien
in prison and a fine of $1,000.
William Brand, councilman, coni
victed of conspiracy, eighteen months
I pnsun ana a fine
of 1,00.
H. M. Bolger, a hotelkeeper. convicted of bribery, two year. In prison
,'
.
and a line of $600.
Charles Colbert and John Colbert,
convicted of trying to bribe the Jury,
were sentenced to two years In
prison '
and each fined $500.
.
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weighing stations that the slits In which the hidden snrln
came worn largo as rat hols.
ible.
.Shocked beyond measure by this fmud. the virtnno -- ncMr
v..,- - .....
"'i"iiijMio iUKvn m uuten w ne m na'R nu mi nt Th ' Uo...
o dispute between nations,
tied with Cncle
for over f2.000.cuu, rather than stand suit. And there
Diitm
...
sem. oerore its birth, for the royal baby, who has.'WftUC,
may
may
yet be some criminal prosecution.
Involve national life
such as
been nam.
junana
h.mma
Marie
Wllhelmlna.
A
a
is
Independence,
beautiful and costly
nd
should be reserved
nre
seniet oy tno people of Holland. B Is u cradle presented bv th- -cradle
from arbitration and a general treaty
womn ..f
- ib
...
n incuoaior or tn latest muW,. im,m.i,i k.. .v.- or obligatory arbitration should .be
....
. ; T. .
"c leupio SANIA FE COUNCIL
TAFT WILL STUDY
rt u....,l.,,
ROOSEVELT IS CHAMP
....ftftv ,
K
l.fti.Lr
u made at tho earliest time.
wiuj.. iinwitiiy nn. neHrien
'
' II In a
"
'ery,
.
"'. '"
.
..... h th nv'MiLii j i llIIiMUrK
rnr.ntH
"Pending
uch treaty we should
urge upon our government the mak
REPEALS ORDINANCE
THE COURT DECISION!
HUNTER IN AFRICA
ing of treaties containing a provision
for referring all disputes to the Hague
FOUR ARE ARRESTED ON
AN AIRSHIP LINE
Won't Closo Saloons Next Year But
tribunal.
Will Lei tho People Decide It.
litKl(loi.t
The
prevailing
"The
to Iearu Ho Coi'itorrivalry in armaTA IT MAY COME HKHK.
He Bugged Hve Kliurs and One Uuecit
ments ought to be arrested by agreealioiiH Should Ie Controlled BeWashington.
5.
May
SMUGGLING
CHARGE
President
of
the
Santa
Fe, N. M.. Mav 6. Th oitu
PLANNED
In
Ueats
One Week ot
BY GERMANS
ment of the powers without delay."
Taft In replying to Representative
council at Its regular meeting last
fore Writing Id,, Mftuige.
Hunting.
.The deliberations of the congress
Smith, of Texas, says: "I would be
night repealed the ordinanne
..-- h
were rudely disturbed when A. M.
giad to accept an invitation to visit TlN-a short time ago and which provided
Conc-riM-IW.Ilevcd
to
be
In
XeppHln
Washington,
ire
N'uirobi.
May
5.
May
Farnu
Africa,
The
Company
5.
decision
to
Simons, the socialistic editor, at
Take
Koosevelt Kl Paso."
a.,
wwoons in the city be closed
........ - ..,.. . .
i
rmii
1 are or ITurric and trniaiiH
tempted to secure formal recognition of the supreme court on the commod went hunting again yesterday and
It Is proposed to have Taft meet
after January 1 1910. In place
tmc lleadtHl Guilty.
of
two mure lions before
will Is- - up In the Air.
of .Socialism as 'the greatest peace ities clause of the Hepburn rate law baggt-:J
the I President Diaz of Mexico at EI Paso
this
order,
the council has decided to
force in the world." Simons, after will be studied by Taft this summer, hunt wu.s over with. He is now the while Taft is on his western trip this
let
the
people of the city vote
Xew Vork, May 5. Four arrests
tha
outlying the beliefs and accomplish according to an announcement. The champion of the protectorate, having summer. It Is probable the Itinerary
Ktuttgart, Germany, May 6. A
liquor question and the socialon .lo
muay Dy unuea meeting today of the Wurtemburg tion
,BU
mciits of Socialism urged the adop president proposes to make a study killed live lions and one lioness In one will Include Albuquerque.
to
be held will decide whether
Mates Marshal Henkel on charges Aerial navy league. a representative
tion of his resolution. Secretary Me of the control of corporations before week.
Santa Fe hi to go dry or
gro ing out or tha seizuro of smug- - of Count Zeppelin
Inedy believed that a less radical making recommendations to Congre-- s
declared the com- - expected that this decisionnot.at It is
th.
Mombasa. May 5. The "sleeping A6ED PRIEST DIES
i,u,lna
lms pori a year ago. pany has been formed in connection council will
platform might be made, and after next winter. Under the decision of the
result In a warm cam.
....
aru ueorge witn tne Zeppelin Airship Construc- - palgn
or
Judge E. O. Brown, of the resolutions court railroads can carry the coal of commission" is hoping that Roosevelt
and the outcome Is uncertain.
White, dealer In dressmakers supplies, ' tion company to undertake a regular
committee, had suggested that thu mines they do not own outright, but will pay a visit to the expedition's
AT ANCIENT CITY Lorna B. Walker, former employe In line of airships from Lucern or Fried- countries of Kurope would not take through holding companies can uper- - camp at Seese, Uganda, where Sir
IAiriiMAN
WINS OFFICE
David and Idy .Bruce are in charge
ft.iti eusioms uepanmeni; w. it.
richshafen to North Germany. It te
to a factional view, the original reso- erate as if the law did not exist.
Omaha, May B. Ja mea llihlm.n
of
hospitals.
salosman,
and Elizabeth, his hoped to open for traffic by next year, Democratic candldute,
The governments
uf
lutions prepared by the committee
was elected
wife. The arrests are not connected
Germany. France, Belgium, as well as He
mayor of Omaha over Rreen itanu.
were adopted by a standing vote, two
Was Pastor ut Bernalillo. Found- with the
the
seizure
Kingdom,
$52,000 worth of
of
I'liifd
are loyally workMean, by a majority estimated
THE COUNTRY LIFE
to one.
at more
ed School at Santa l'e and Was
goods recently. Walker pleaded guilty PFARCE IS HERE
ing to find a cure for the sickness.
inan a, 1 17. The indications are that
China Peaceful, Says Wu.
and was remanded. The others pleadSeven Kuropean doctors have died
Active in Work for Years.
the
city
council
will
be half Demo
Dr. Wu Ting Fang, the Chinese
ed not guilty and were held for
since
0
hunt for a cure
began.
crats and half Republicans.
minister, was among the speakers at
OOAROjeiNS WORK Nearly the
FOR TRIAL TOMORROW
trail.
2M0.000 souls have been swept Santa Fe, X. M.. My 5. Father An- the afternoon session of the national
out in llie I gan da district bv the tonlo Juvenccay, parish priest at Ber
'l'l'H EXTBKTAIX8 GEIOIAX.
MKXK1AXS OKLKBItATlXG
peace congress. The minister expresssiouiiige out of a population of 300
Chicago, May 5. Count Rernstnrrr
nalillo and previous to that the parish
Several States, Meet 0U0.
TlirjJl
IXDKI'KNDKNCi:
ed himself as especially proud to ad- Delegate!
1)Y
priest at Parkview, died today of
Aluiiiogordo Man Ready lor Triul, Ac German ambassador, was the guest of
Kl 1'iiftt.. Uav ti
TVwl....
.t...
Today at Guthrie to Help the
dress the congress because the nation
i.onor at a luncheon at the Industrial
riling U Atioincj, mill cuw
V.nCent'8, -'nlver,ary
of
tne
he represented Is famed for its love
of
club toduy. The ambassador In a
Farmer.
He returned just
Will Be Culled.
weeks ago from the Mexican republic ufter the over
of peace. "It is not, however, that tne
GARRETT'S SLAYER
peech. suggested the exchange of nr.
a visit to his old home In France.
throw or Maximillian and is being
Chinese are afraid to fight," said he.
Father Juvenceay was one of the generally observed a4 a holiday
The case of the territory versus R. lists and works of art as well as of
Guthrie, May 5. With delegations
"When compelled by necessity they
oldest priests of this archdiocese and throughout the country. Business Is U. Pearce. of AlamOKordo. In which educators between the I'nited States
made a good record for themselves. from Arkansas, Louisiana. New MexFREED BY JURY was the first director of St. Catherand Germany.
practically suspended
patriotic the defendant Is charged with assault
It is their disposition, their education ico, Arizona, Kansas and Texas in at
ine's Inuian school at Santa Fe. The exercises are being held and
In an inmate of the New Mexico in
citmany
in
which ha made them peace loving tendance, the Southwest Interstate
funeral will take place tomorrow :ift- - ies and towns.
tltute for the Blind, is set for trial
people." Dr. Wu continued:
commission on country life convened
tomorrow before Judge Abbott. Mr, FIGHT IN MEXICO
"In recent years the reorganization In this city today. The convention. Bia.H AeqiiUtcd (f Murder In Court ,,n0'1 from the cathedral.
'
Ut l4kti CrUflM Vf.l.Pjli. e
is in the city, with a number
of the army occupies a prominent which Js the first ever called in Ok
YOU CAN HOMESTEAD
of witnesses, and according to his atplace on our program of reform and lahoma, meets to consider better ways
RESULTED IN DEATHS
torney, II. b. Fergusson, is ready for
I.ub Cruces. X. M.. May 5. Wayne
the excellent showing made by our ol making roads, scnools and country
trial.
tpoops of the northern and southern life in general. Addresses will be giv- - Hruzel, on trial for killing Fat GarLARGER AREA ROW
The case is one of the most sensa- Cliligo Man In Jail and Several Mex
armies at the maneuvers of the past n by Governor Haskell uf Oklahoma, rett, famous officer of the border
BROUGHT FREE NUTS
tional on the trial docket of the prestwo years, witnessed and favorably and Governor Campbell of Texas. To- i!as. was acquitted
icans Demi ast ltem.lt of CW4..
late yesterday
ent term of court. Pearce, who Is
reported by correspondents and mili- day's addresses include "The Future
veiling by the Jury which heard the
Veracruz, Mexico, uay 5. Harold
I a nd oriilce Gets
tary experts of different nations, of the Southwest," by Lee t'ruce. of case. The case went to the Jury at .Many Boys
Orders'J Voiu Wash, wealthy and who is prominent In "nil Sanborn,
Arv ('onevriicd ill Theft
community, is alleged to have comson of the president of the
proves that there Is good material In Ardmore; 'Dry Farming." by State r:.r.5 and the verdict was returned at
inglon and Is Informed or the
mitted an assault upon a girl hi La Junta Plantation company. Is la
of rinlons IVom tin- - (.rift.,
our people for the making of sofdiers. Superintendent R. L. Long, of l'lieo-- n 6:10.
iJindu Open.
Brazel has been out under
brought here last September to ap- Jail and six Mexicans are dead as a
heavy bond.
The
of our army need
iz. Arizona.
Kelly Co.
not, however, create the least alarm,
Santa Fe, May 6. The United pear in an exhibit offered by the in- result of a clash between young SanGarr. tt was killed by Brazel while
born and the owner of I Tleda plannor is it in conflict with the objects SAYS KI1KK BltKAKI
land officials today received stitute for the blind at the Internaon his way to Ijis Cruces. The plea'
A number of industrious
ouihs, states
WIS
from Washington the lint of lands tional exposition held during; the Six- tation on one side and a number of
of this society. The Chinese governof self defense was made by Brazel, probably twenty-fivpolice
the
have
DO.VT GO WITH (III lit II who
congress. Mexicans on the other. Vicente Kspl-r.cuNational Irrigation
ment has been actuated by one aim
testified he met Garrett and the not made the exact count yet, helped subject to entry under tho 320 acre teenth
a pronrlnet cattleman, and one
.1.
Milwaukee, May
homestead act. and the office la now When the charges were first madl
That
the latter started to take a shotgun
and that Is to place the troops in a
pinion
ware-bi- s
thi
to
mselvm
nuts
from
at
the
state of efficiency for police and de- Moody church In Chicago, after givbuggy at the same time making a house of Gross, Kelly & Co., yester-threa- t. ready to receive tilings. The law ap- Pearce disappeared from his home In woman are among the dead.
plies to an Immense area of land in Alamogordo. The last Bernalillo grand
fensive purposes only. This is in ac- ing 58.000 free breakfasts to men
Carl Anderson, the only wit- - nay and
night
Chicago. May 5. A letter was re
and are New Mexico.
jury returned an indictment against
cordance with the principle laid down who were down and out. and giving ness to the killing, was not present now beingthesought bybefore,
police.
A
the
him. Pearce furnished f3,000 bonds ceived here today by B. A. Allen,
by many eminent statesmen that in hundreds a fresh start In life, was to testify at the trial.
large number of them were summoa- from his sister, who Is the wife of the
for his appearance here for trial.
order to maintain and preserve peace, ioreed to give up this work because
1'OIH DROWN IX STOIU1.
j ed
to appear before Judge Craig at
president of the Sanborn Junta PlanThe
case
will
be
placed
on
Xew
trial
It is necessary to be prepared for war. it does not mix with the regular work
if
Haven,
Conn., May 5. Four
M AX Y
4:30 this afternoon, when an lnvestl- company, telling of the flgii
tation
IX
Wltl.t
replevin
the
beinjr
k.
now
suit
Is
heard
never
rson
l
were
Is
China
has been and never will of tho church,
the statement of Ir.
drowned and a total of
St.
Minn., May 5. I'asseng.-- r Satlon was to have been made to as. eight
but
no details. The letter upgiving
completed
tonight.
barges
be aggressive In a military way she C. A. Dixon, who Is here to inaugur- train Paul,
were lost during the
No. 3 on the Great Northern certain the youth guilty of breaking
holds the action of the young man
fierce tdorm of last night off Faulkner
Is too fond of peace and realizes too ate a campaign for a new Chicago ran
Into
a
says
light
engine
und
at Delano, '"t the warehouse.
that he was In the right.
CHICAGO FASTENS
fully the horrors of war.
Island. The news
mission.
Minn., last night and was
The theft was discovered
this tnis city by a tug. wuti brought to
Chicago.
May 5- .- The lid is on. According to the letter he will have
"If general disarmament should be
"The Moody church." said Dr. Dix- Two coaches were burned andwrecked.
morning.
A
piece of corrlgated iron
twenty
stand trial.
Official saloons clubs and restaurants
proposed, you will nut find China in- on, 'gave thousands of free break-last- s passengers were seriously
been pried off the
injured.
j had
warehouse
are compelled o observe the I o'clock
disposed to accept it.
SIX UALIOOXS ENTERED.
to sober, unemployed men. We
VAX CUHVH WILD gt'lT.
where the nuts were stored. The boy
New York, May 5. The Aero Club ( losing ordinance.
found some strange eases In that list
Three Nations Should
New York. May 5. James W. Van
w ho did the w ork must
KltOM A HIGH VIXIKW.
have
known
two
Until
ago
weeks
it was estimata
We found
leave announced today
will
Tol'd... May 5. Delirious from ill- - that they were there. When the Iron of America has announced thu entries ed by
If Great Britain, Germany and the of
politicians that ot be a candidate for that he as
six balloons in the first
national
United states began today to act with professor of Greek in a western col- Less. tViptain William Cook, a prom- - was pried lose, the nuts ran out In of
were
there
800
or
championship cup competition
900
be
evident of the National Association
inent Klk. noted drill master
reference to armaments, In accordance lege; e found the lost son of a
and a stream. A trail of nuts led from th held June 5 at Indianapolis. to
Each saloons In Chicago, m.t counting the of Manufacturers, which will hold Its
millionaire railroad superin- captain of the Cherry Pickers, famous bole across the railroad track,
with the spirit and purpose of the
and
clubs. As the time for paying the annual meeting on May 17. "I am not
Hague conference, the peace and or- - tendent. But we were forced to stop, Klk drill squad, leaped from a fourth along east Gold avenue to Broadway", pilot will receive a silver commemorative nielal and the aid.will get saloon license fee approached, the lid rt tiring on account of attacks which
in. low and was killed.
of the world would be assured to- because this work would not mix with story
Fully 100 runds were stolen.
dr
was lifted a trifle higher, until It was the
I
American Federation has made
morrow, said Kdwin I. Mead, of Bos- the other work that of providing a
;
The theft was reported to the po- - bronze medals.
Chicago had bet WKn I f.ftA art A upon me, or which
'aid
worklngman.
the
hurch
for
It can make," Mr.
FT"
ton, in his address at tonight's session
MAI Oil AT HKXO,
lice und it w ax soon discovered that
MORE
MI
KDEItS
TO
2000
COMK.
emporiums
drink
Van Cleave
"The worklngman who has a steady
Reno, Xev.. May S. The clean gov there were not very many boys of
in a statement in the
e
Tft.
of the national peace conference. It
Xf.... u.
Ir..l...,
.1
...
ne
...a,
r
i
miuuuon a iwenty-roti..ui.
hours a day.
American Industries, the organizaIs unnecessary to go
the position and Is working hard will not rnmetit won a victory yesterday by school age on the Highlands who had Sandla
further.
and Deurytal Is again critical!
So large was the number that It tion's official organ
with the man who Is down lecting three out of four couucllmen. not been eating rdnlons A n,imhr
which appears tonerker said, because these three na- - be classe.j
irouuie is urewing. runner antl- was decided to put all under the ban, day. So far an regards anv further
ind out, and is trying to get on his thus getting control of the council, were interviewed this morning but i .hi
are
anticipated, hence the order It Is said that the injury which it can do to n or in mu
iirisi.au ouiureass
feet. This is the rock on which the In- The wet" ticket elected A. M. .Britt. released on th. t.rnmla.t tr.
oops
will bo rigidly enforced, even ' tidiness, that organization's pow er 14
(Continued oil iwge four.)
a brewer n''or.
stitutional church split."
Judge Craig after school.
been despatched to those points
against the first-clas- s
clubs
"I - o..
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ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN.

TWO.

Citizen
The AlbuquerqueWEEKLY
PUBLISHED DAILY AND

within fifty yards Barnett got In a
couple of well directed shots, the last
of which brought the lion
to the
ground, killing It Instantly. After the
kllllrrg It was discovered that the
Hon, a large male, weighing 110
pdunds, had been caught In a trap at
some time In the past losing the toes
of one fore foot. About a year ago
af the sheep camp of Charley Carter
a, few miles above Mr. Kirk's camp,
a trap was set and the toes of a largo
lion caught, but the lion succeeded In
wrenching hlmeelf loose. Undoubtedly
this was the same lion. San Juan
Democrat,

clipping;;
Press
From

.

XShQ

By toe Citizen Publishing Company ol Albuquerque, New Meiico.
WILLIAM. F. BROGAN

A PRIZE WINNING ECU.
of a monstrosity in t.to
Something
PRESIDENT
way of a hen egg Is now on exhibition
in the Times office. This egg te three
. . a a A. A.
. and a half Inches in diameter the long
way. two and a half Inches in diamet
er the short way and weighs Mix
THE OFFICIAL NEWSPAPER.
ounces.
A hen of the black Minorca
"
March 29. 109.
variety produced the egg. she being
the property of Mrs. A. H. Hamilton,
Territory of New Mexico, Office of the Secretary. ct
of
with section
who lives seven miles southwest
Public notice ! hereby given that In complianceThirty-eight,
legls-h
Veople who see this egg ran
town.
Council substitute for Howe bill No. J IS of the
Secretary of
hardly believe that It could be un egg
.mblv. approved March 17. 1909. requiring the Mexico,
.iHr.
ine
newspaper of New
ol a little black hen, and to make :i
official
an
designate
to
Territory
the
official newspaper or
comparison of lze it miiy be stated
. ...
as
such
estimated
. hrohv
i.
"
JAFFA.
NATHAN
an average hen egg weighs about
that
(Signed)
Mexico.
New
two ounces while this one weighed six
Secretary of New Mexico.
(Seal)
ounces, so it is about three times the
size of an ordinary egg. Of course an
egg of t.iiR size would be impossible
ir uny other country except New
subscription rates.
The air hi re is so full of
Mexico.
15.00
soil so rich, the kuffir corn
zone.
the
.
.
.
year by mail In advance.
On
so
tout ine eggs prouuecu
nutritious
by
mall
um month
M
will soon be bringing
Mexico
in
New
cMy
UmlU
wit
his
month by carrier
un advanced price on the market o.i
s
natter at tlie Poetoffloe of Albuquerque, N. M., account or their extra size. Entered as seiond-ols- s
Times.
179.
3.
March
of
Act of

W. S. STR1CKLER

M.1WmY, MAT

MANAGING EDITOR

RIGHT KIND OF FAITH.
An old resident of New Mexico

re-

Tuesday when they saved the family
silver In his home, 204 Washington
avenue. The pig; saved the silver by
arousing Dltmars when two burglars
had the loot packed and were about
to take It away. Dltmars and his revolver did the rest.
Pigs merely pigs, indeed!
Dltmars, Mrs. Dltmars, and little
Gladys and Beatrice Dltmars at 2
o'clock were asleep n a rear room on
the first floor of their cottage, when
the head of the family was awakened
by the whistling of his guinea pigs.
There are six pigs in the Dltmars
household, Pa Pig. Ma Pig, and four
Baby Pigs. Pa and Ma Pigs were given to Dltmars by King Menelik, ef
Abyssinia. Their four babies are well
grown, and can whistle through
their teeth. It was no frivolous whis
tle Dltmars heard. The pigs didn't
waste time on popular songs. They
tlmply kept up the long low whistle
that ulways means danger when o
guinea pig sounds It.
The snake man sat up In bed nnd
a lantern flashed In his face. Dltmars, undismayed by the burglar's
pistol reached for his own revolver,
ulways under his pillow and blazed
away. The burglars fled. Dltmars
pursuing. In tho dining room the
housebreaker was Joined by his accomplice. Both men scaled the hack
fence under a rapid Arc from Dltmars. The snake man followed, still
firing. Not until his last cartridge
v.ns used "lid he give up tho chase,
and, shivering In his pajamas, return
to the
house to find Ta Pig, Ma Pig.
, .,
four Baby Pigs guarding the
silver and uttering sounds that had
changed from the whistle of alarm to
purr of a pussycat.
the si
Pig only pigs! Ask Dltmars.
Press.

cently expressed himself as having
unbounded faith In the future of New
Mexico aa a farming country and cited many reason for the faith that Is
In him.
He called attention to the
history of Kansas, Nebraska, Oklahoma, and Texas for uncontroverta jle
proof that the settlement of all new
countries has been attended by drouth
and hardships and cites Instances in
I. Is own
experiences In Iowa In the
early fill's, to show that the same conditions prevailed there as well.
Hut in every Instance.
with the
'l.ieitkinir nil of the soil and the com- h i trielty and
Ine of the railroads,
other modern appliances came also
rain, and that In abundance proportionate to the Improvements made. It
nm4r
Conss
i.i his belief that a very few yearn
STItlkK AT I XHt T STANTON.
beat
will see the Sunshine State ,me of the
The only Illustrated dally newspaper In Sew Mexleo and the
On tin- - evening of the Z'.M inst. th'J
W,'H watered of
most prodU"tlve
medium of Uie Southwest.
entire force of laborers at holt Man- - all
the sisterhood of states. He eon- on a strike, and all but ono
went
ton
the thousands of homesteaders
CITIZEN IS:
wTttJC ALBCQTTERQCE
eft the service. The difficulty arose slders
of the Soc.awest.
who are breaking the prairie lands
The leadlnir Republican dally and weekly newspaprt
regu
new
a
of
over
the
enforcement
principle and the "Square Deal.
plains and mesas a greater boon
The advocate of Rerniblle-alation requiring the farm hands to t'if the
the territory than statehood can
In eight houm In the tields. ex
put
he and recognizes every foot of
tTTJE ALnUQTJKRQm C1TT7.KN HAS:
clusive of tho time occupied In har- ever
Mexico.
m wrailmad, every mile of telegraph,
The net reports Job department In New Auxiliary
going
and
from
to
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and
nessing
Serrlfe.,
Newa
by Associated Press and
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rhe latest
work, while other laooreis at the fort wire as that much advancement
cllmatolonlcal perfection for the
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reasonable. The things many women
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A story to told of an American In
arisen aa
grotesque as to divert the attention of
Hawaii who has a ranch on the edge these theories and if further proof others from the religious exercises.
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of a volcano and is doing u great
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The spring hats, in fact, are the
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Portales Times. ,
Ion or t e opportunities.
extravagant fancy
Is truth in every word of worst examples of
Probably the most pltlfnl thing that has come to the attent
thatthere
India,
gone
They
are
mad.
hideous in design
argument.
Amprinn public since the starvation of half the populat.on of British
this
ESTATE GOES TO IXHMiE.
monstrous in execution. They
.. nnri,i slnus-Meof some 25,000 Armenians and the horrible fate
Providence Is going to smile cn and
In the probate court. May 1, 1909,
compel
male observer to sigh for
of their wives and daughters. In Asiatic Turkey. was, has been an object of tho flnal accounts of A. A. Jone. ad- New Mi xico in just proportion to tha the verythe
big hats of Inst fall. Those
The situation In the land of the Sultan who young Turk movement
with the .will annexed of evidence it. citizens give of the faith seemed then
ministrator
enevils scarcely
the
estate of Thos. H. Coleman, de- they have in Its future. The Clayton durable', but fashion
interest to the balance of the world ever since
has brought us
which thoe people have the
Citizen.
approved
The struggle for even an excuse for freedom
allowed,
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were
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appreothers that we knew not of. These
of Turkey and not fully
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certain
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""But though the Armenians died In helpless, unresisting, terror-stricke- n
property, etc., was ditributed to tho the Keeley cure, either. A German gargoyles, one Infers that he does not
hopelessness, never the leu they too paid their toll to the terrible cost of Grand Lodge, F. & A. M. of Arizona, suloonkeeper of whom the lawyer care for gargoyles.
Why should decent comlry gentle'
the fund houKht most of his liquor administerfreedom In Turkey.
pawn in for the use and benefit oforphans.
women permit themselves to wear
"With the powers of Europe using Constantinople as a mere
and
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effective.
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the great game of International politics, It seems prevented.
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men always wore veils. Fancy that
apples last year, but stone fruit was
he yelled as he leaned over outspoken apoBtle looking
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from a plat
accusing
finger
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bar
and
The director of physical culture In the University of Chicago, for the almost
form on a sea of such hats as the
News.
at the old German. "I buy all my spring
female departments, a Miss Dudley, has put the ban on big hats, excessive
producing. It seem
of 1909
pompadours, "rats," and false hair, so far us the pupils coming under her POHTAIjES WANTS ItKllEKAIIS.
urinks here. I have spent hundreds ed last fall thatisthe milliners had
.
care are concerned. Hhe says these things "retard the scalp circulation,
And then tho their worst. They huve shown done
J. B. Hogden of Demlng, grand of dollars In this place-now
baldness. The male section master of the I. O. O. F. of New Mexve ry minute you have some work for
cum nremature Bray hairs, and, frequently,
their devilish ingenuity surpasses
she Is under ico, was here Monday on his trip
g
u lawyer to do you go and employ that
of humanity will wish Miss Dudley great success In the work
the imagination of plain folks. New
taking. Whether she is entirely correct In her statements matters little, bo
what you do. York Times.
the subordinate lodges tf the .Home one else. That's
of these things Is territory.
"
go
You
and.
und
tar aa the desirability of her victorious career In respect seeking
lodge
appreciated
local
The
to accom- his visit very
"Veil," Interrupted the old German
concerned. She may be merely bluffing; diplomatically
much. While he was
HE WAS A CIUtOMC tilbOl CH.
plish a good work through methods not entlrley frank, but utterly worthy, here a movement was started to or- in the midst of the harrangue of acthe Philadelphia Evening Tele
of
nevertheless. If she can Impress her young ladies with the righteousness
ganize a Rcbekah lodge in Portales. cusation. "When I got business, I From
graph.
"Premature Tho Bebekah lodge, It Is stated by want it done by a sober lawyer."
her position, she will have plain and easy sailing, we tofancy.
At a banquet recently one of the
dangle before the those who claim to know, is a feature
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trivial things. Once he had to take
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and then. But not at the frightful price Miss Dudley suggests. We take
to his bed with rheumatism and notAfter a thorough search of the kit
there can be no difference of opinion concerning that matter. It seems to
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this vicinity, discovered some days bridegroom. The Indian Daily News here and weeps, just to make the air
ley's awesome prophecy. Maybe that will head her off. "Gray hairs and ago
that since Teddy had migrated to published n fe w days ago a pit- damp."
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baldness." That would be horrid, would
Africa, mountain Hons had become so eous appeal from respectable Hindu
daughters. InSee I. II. Cox, the p; amber, for gar
tame in this country that he was suf- parents of dowerle-sden hose. .AH grades and prices, from
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$3 to $8. Garden hose repairing'. 70
lambs nightly, and decided to take the
of government for Albuquerque. In fact the
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West Central. Phone l20.
about the matter and the deeper they Investigate it the better. But let us risk of capturing this varment, he
may
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Intelligently
Raymond
if
be
more
pigs, but
Piss
Investigate It first, then we can think welt somewhat
notified Game Warden KnickerbockPrinters ana others interested 1
Ditmai's,
er, whose duty it Is to look after viosnake man of the Bronx
not with charity.
lators of the game law, and since no Zoo, is convinced his are pigs of no the printing treat a will be interest,
has any right under the law to ordinary kind, in the first place, his to learn that they can secure the In
It will come as no surprise In view of Japan's remarkable ability to lion
kill sheep at this season of tho year, plus ore guinea pigs, and In the second land Printer of O. J. Kraemer, at Tat
Imitate Its more "civilized" friends, that the premier of that country is
in a great legal contest In an effort to put a $12. 000. 000 grafting he started out with blood In his eye they ore watchdogs. They don't bark Citizen office.
and blood hounds on the side which like a dog, as the Kngllshman's roosttrust out of business. Verily, Japan Is becoming as the rest of us.
Increase am oar basin ess
found no trouble In striking the trail er dose in the story, but they're as la The rapid
due to good work and fabr treatking
of beasts. Knickerbocker r.lert as any big Towser or little Fidow
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the
Bnbbs lAundry,
The trial of ("apt. Halna at Flushing Is a travesty, and may any day be- got one shot on the run wounding the and their long, low whistle is as ef- ment of oar patmr
come a tragedy. Many merciless things are done under the cloak of law, animal only slightly which then tok fective as any bowwqwlng or yapSTAGE
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but the casp of this poor, eiementel and tottering wretch is most pitiful.
refuge In a cedar tree. Going up to pings. Dltmars learned that early WEST GOLD EVERT MORNING Al
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When the bills come In and

you find it hard to make ends

meet

RENT A ROOM
can secure you a desirable tenant at small cost We
will run a
ad
We
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One time for 25c

Three times for 35c
Six times for 50c
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SUMMER EXCURSION RATES

Cost of freedom

be-ra- n.

Mac-Arthu-

TO CALIFORNIA
I
Los Angeles, and return

$35.00

San Diego, and return

$3S .00

San Francisco, and return $40.00
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Tickets on sale May 6, 8, 11, 13, 15, 18, 20, 22, 25, 27
and 29, also every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday June,
July and August; return limit Nov. 30, 1909. Call at ticket
office for lull information.
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E. PURDY, Agent
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Jour Selection
OF A GOOD BANK

vIb-itin-

level-heade-

d

so-cl-

Is important
not only for the present, but
also for the years to come.
The right bank connection will be a material
help to your every day business.
This bank has a successful record of safe, conservative banking from the day of its organization.

THE BANK OF COMMERCE

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS

9200,000

soup-turee-

et

side-sho-

It is stnted that In !i0 7 the packing companies paid the farmers and
ranchers an average of $12. 50 apiece for cows mid sold the hides for t'i.
'Perhaps after all free hides would help some.

t O'CLOCK.

1

The Citizen rekpectfully calls the attention of the small boy to the
on the protected list. Talk about con-

at-

tempt being made to place peanuts
stitutional rights!

CaBtro finds consolation In telling his troubles to a reporter

to a drum head martial

In

in

Venezuela.

Love laughs at locksmiths alright but gives only a sickly sort of grin

at the present price of bread.
r

No, Maude,

,ve

'

.

..

We have the only

Pueblo and Loa Angeles. If you need

Doors. Casings. Sash. Mouldings, or
Special Work of Any Kind
Write or call on us.

m

have not yet heard of lloosi velt bagging a 1'lmex

With the birth of an heir to the throne, the Dutch have azain captured
Holland.
Abdul Hamid and his eleven wives are now at home to their friends at
Salonika.

mill between

up-to-da- te

SUPERIOR

LUMBER

MILL
Albuquerque, N. M.
&

CO.

Hair Dresser ana CTitrovodlat.
Mrs. Bambini, at ker panore opposite the AlTarado and aext door to
Bturgss
cafe, la prepared to give
thereugh scalp treatment, do hair
dressing, treat eorns, Vanlont and
ingrown nails. She gives massage
Mrs.
treatment and manicuring.
Bambini's own preparation nt
cream builds up the skin and
improves the complexion, and la
guaranteed not to be Injurious. Bhe
also prepares hair tsnlo and eore.
anC prevents dandruff and hair fall-lu- g
eut, restore Hie to imJ hair, removes moles, warts and superfluous
hair. For any blemish of the face,
eall and eensule Mrs Bsaabtai.
It la not what ysu pay for advertisPATS
ing but what advertising
TOU, that makes It valuable. Our
rates are lowest for equal service.
ion-plexl-

M.

H. B. RAY, Secretary-TreasureRIDLEY, President
WILLIAM BRYCK, MANAGER

r

Albuquerque Foundry &
Machine Worfcs
(INCORPORATED)

IRON AND BRASS CASTINGS
General Foundry and Machine Shop

Albaqoerqoe,

N. M

First National
Bank

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

United States
Depository

Capital ana
Surplus

$250,000
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TAFT FAMILY IS TUBERCULOSIS

PRACTISING

AMONG CATTLE

ECONOMY

increases

prevent its spread the greater will be
his loss eventually. Figures for the
last year secured from abattoirs where
federal Inspection Is maintained show
that over 10 million pounds of meat
was Inspected, 46 million pounds of
which was condemned, nearly three-fourtbeing for tuberculosis,
' The recent effort of the large packing Interests tp buy all dairy cows
subject to postmortem
Inspection
shows how serious the plague is be
coming. Sooner or later the man who
raises tuberculous animals must suffer the loss, unless the los Is paid for
out of public funds; And when the
loss Is placed upon the producer we
may then know that the end of the
disease is In sight.
It may at some time be necessary
for the federal government to quarantine against Interstate shipments of
rows from certain states where the
disease prevails to a considerable ex
tent, and require a strict supervision
over all animals removed from such
slate- - for Interstate- shipment.
and
only remove the quarantine from eec-t'uof the state when It has been
demonstrated that the disease either
has been radicated or Is under strict
li ml quarantine.

See the wheel so round

hs

Expenses at the White House Federal Government May Be
Have Been Cut Since
Forced to Quarantine
New President
Against Some
Came.
States.
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IN OUR WINDOW

It shows positive circulation.
Coldest, Dryest, Sweetest Built.
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bnd Mrs. Taft are going on the prin-,h- e
bursau of animal industry of the
la to United States department of
ciple that If the government
t
economy oug-nto begin at ture Indicate that tuberculosis among
home. Therefore the running expens- - I've etock Is steadily Increasing, as
shown by the number of animals
r8 of th White House are being cut found
affected at the various
down. Since March 4, savings and
in the BURKE EXPECTS TO
have been effected In va- - tering centers. The Increase
of cases found 1b due In part,
rlous directions In the administration 'number
Mrs. Taft Is responsible In but only in part, to the increased ef-- a
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large measure for the saving that nclency of the method of inspection,
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have been brought about.
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today that he received most asthe district authorities in obtaining a
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Washington at Philadelphia.
Mrs. Taft has obtained a first class
suring news from Washington
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housekeper M'mM rron. The mn.
Boston at New York.
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very
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large measure rests with Miss Jeffer- - he
fQp Qther
ceiving the appointment
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when
Cincinnati at Chicago.
son. who attends to the buying Mrs , th,.se
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it is made.
Philadelphia at Brooklyn.
Roosevelt used to do much of the dai
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New York at Boston.
buying for the establlshmen herself., Tho
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St. Louis at 'Pittsburg.
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yurlous states, shown by tests con- K. C Rurke Is well known both In
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Western League.
Fe. his home, and in this elty
consists in reducing me numuer ui with bureau tuberculin, indicates that Santa
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at
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During
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servants
which
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at
tables,
from 2 79 tQ ltf 6j pt.r cent of the chief elei k of the Republican central
3)es Moines at Topeka.
take their meals, from three to one. L.ow refu,t anJ ,t ,g egUmated that committee
City
at
Sioux
Denver.
In this territory and handOne table was for the high caste part in the country at )urge at Jeilst i0 per
Lincoln at iPueblo.
led the immense amount of work the
,
,
Here crnt f th
of the force of servants.
nrH position
hr,N
HOW THEY STAND.
entailed with the greatest exCharles Reeder. the coachman, Pink-ne- tuberculous.
ability and so ably that he
the steward, and a' few of. the
The recent agitation against
the ecutive
American league.
elite of the servants assembled and milk of tuberculous cows as human was com mended by the county chairWon. Lost. Pet
dined on what the White House fam- food has had the effect of causing men all over, the territory.
5
12
.706
Mr. Rurke is also the secretary of, Detroit ..
ily had. The second table was re- herds to be examined, with astonish9
. New
u
.643
York
served for the chef and the middle ing results not only to the owners but the statehood league. a
. Boston .. .
8
6
.571
class of servants. The third table was to the officials themselves. Can it be organization, and has filled that po-- Chicago
7
7
...
.500
for the washerwomen and the scrub- wondered at that so many infants and sitlon in a very able manner.
6
8
.423
He has been a resident of New Mex- - Cleveland . .
women.
children die of Intestinal tuberculoid;
7
5
.417
Xow these distinctions have been vhen so many of the cows from ieo for a number of years, and has Philadelphia
t. Louis .
10
6
.333
thrust aside, and Miss Jefferson lias which milk is obtained are tubercu- - held a number of imuortant Dublin Washington
4
8
.333
and private positions In all of which
eaused all the negro help to cat at lous?
the same table. The days of terrapin! without considering the matter as he has been very successful.
National League.
He Is a brother of Congressman
for some and no terrapin for others a public health question but looking
Won. Lost. Pet.
have gone. All the servants are treat-- , at it entirely from an economic stand Rurke of Pennsylvania, and has al- Philadelphia
8
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ed alike.
point and as a business proposition, ways taken nn active part in politics, Pittsburg
10
6
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at
Of course. It will not require as big livestock raisers can not afford
,
to supporting the Republican party
6
8
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Boston ...
a bill for supplies for the White have tuberculosis in their herds. As all times regardless of any personal Cincinnati ..
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.Mr. nurKe was employed
for a New York
of by President Taft as it was by Mr. berculln test upon arrival, and as a
4
8
.333
number of years In the office of the
Roosevelt. Mr. Roosevelt insisted on consequence exporters from the
at luncheon; he ted States have had the test made on attorney general at Santa Fe and 'his
companj
Western League.
hated to eat alone, and he liked to cattle Intended for shipment. The re- clerical work in that position was so
Won. Lost. Pet
6
take advantage of luncheon to extract ; suits of theao tests showed thut in excellent that he was appointed in an Wichita
0 1.000
an infinite amount of information some of the purebred herds nearly DO important railroad case to take testi- Denver .. ..0
4
2
.661
from a variegated assortment of peo- - per cent of the animals were diseased mony covering hundreds of pages. He Pueblo
3
3
.500
pie.
took the testimony and transcribed Des Moines
3
3
President Taft usually confines and In consequence sales were lost,
.500
3
2
his luncheon menu to one apple, and
.400
When the practice becomes 5ener.1l It so rapidly that each day's proceed- Topeka
so the chief White House functions tor all buyera of breeding cattle to ings were ready for use on the follow2
4
.333
Omaha
are now dinners, which are quite up have animals tested before placing ing day.
2
4
.333
Sioux City
to the best White House stanadrd.
Mr. Rurke is one of the most rapid Lincoln
4
1
.200
them in their herds the breeder of
in the
strictly healthy cattle will be niuli niid accurate stenographers
TUESDAY GAMES.
sought after. Already some breeders country, combining a talent for rapid
Kills to Stop the Fiend.
The worst foe for 12 years of John of purebred cattle have established or stenography with his many other
American liengue.
a bilities.
c are arranging to establish such herdw.
Deye, of OJadwin, Mich., was a
R. II. E.
At St. Ixmls
As
of
soon
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He
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offers
received
fully
has
the breeders
underulcer. He paid doctors over
1
4
9
tdi) fcrthujt benefit. Theft Bajklen'k stand the fact that it is unprofitable positions In the east but prefers to St. lxiuis
2
5
0
Detroit
go
to
on
be
breeding
New
Mexico.
in
Should he
cattle while tuber- remain
Arnica Salve killed the ulcer and
Waddell and Crlger;
Batteries:
cured him. Cures Fever Sores, Bolls, culosis exlste in their herds much of appointed to the Important position Summers and Stanage.
objection
say
give
it
to
Is
the
seeks,
will
he
he
siife
raised against the sale
Felons. Bczema. Salt Rheum. Infallible f.ir pile, burns, scalds, puts, corns. of livestock subject to inspection w'll to that office, the same ability lie has
At Roston
R. H..E.
disappear,
In
for it would be worth the remonstrated
the many other po- Boston
25c at all dealers.
0
8
0
o
price of several condemned animals sitions he has filled with honor.
1
0
2
Washington
A specific for pain Dr.
Thomas' for the owner of a valuable herd to
liattericw: Morgan and Spencer;
Dyspepsia is our national ailment, Tflnnehill and Street.
Eclectrio Oil, strongest, cheapest lini- know tho fact as early as possible if
ment ever devised. A household rem- the disease exists In his herd, as the liurdock Blood Hitter.? in the national
longer he delays In taking steps to cure for it. It strengthens stomach
R. H. E.
At New York
edy In America for 25 years.
4
3
8
membranes, promotes flow of diges- Philadelphia
0
11 13
tive juices, purities the blood, builds New York
you up.
Batteries: Vlckers. Schlltzer, Lapp
agricul-economtz-

frtgersitioF
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SOUTH FIRST STREET

and Kerns.

Do You Think" Uncle Sam's
Whiskey Test the Best?
Hero Is everything that your Uncle Sara requires of whiskey before he
will place the little green stamp over the cork of the bottle:
That it pass the test of the U. S. gauffer a coming tip to the governmental

tandardof purity, being straight, 100 proof, full measure and ged at
wur years, xiere is ing laraous ceuar nroole lest:

cam

Not only must all the requirements of Uncle Sara
be met, but there must be quality supreme, a wonderful flavor, delicacy, smoothness, individuality. It
must be aged sis to eight years.
Only choicest selected grains and purest spring
water used.

Wm. H. McBrayer8

At Denver
R. H. BL
Denver
11 . 1
It
Des Moines
( 7 4
Batteries: Qlllen and Zaiusky; Her
she. Kerwln, iLana- - and Kerner.
, H. E.
At Pueblo
Omaha
12
1
Pueolo
I 3
Batteries: Lower and Gonding;
Ooates, Nicholas and Mitxe.
--

American Awnx-iaaoMinneapolis
Minneapolis S.
Kansas City, 4.
At
Milwaukee Milwaukee, 4, St.
Paul. 2.
At

IIOTKL- AKU1VAI.S.
-

Marge.
Frank (Davenport. South

lem!;J.

Wherton, Alamogordo; Mrs. W. K.
Murray, Denver; Mrs. Jno. Green
wald, Socorro; K. C. Bendick. Topeka;
J. M. Jacobson, Gallup; Jas. L,ucaa,
Allan-tow- n,
Cerrlllos; Curt Cronemeyer,
Arizona.

,

y.

Bottled in Bond

non-partis-

i

in short, must better the test of Uncle Sam.
Compare the age. It will show you the difference
In the tests. Uncle Sara requires four years, while
Cedar Brook requires six to eight. It has the green
stamp on every bottle, and it meets the Cedar Brook
test, TOO. The world 's best whiskey since 1847.
At all places where good liquor is sold.
JULIUS KESSLER & CO, Distillers
Lawrenceburf , Kjr.

Alvarado.
Livingstone, Boston; W. P.
Garslde, El Paso; C. T. Slldlo, Den-vf- r;
Mrs. rV. F. Murray, Denver; Mrs.
Jno. Greenwald, Socorro; G. B. Davis.
Topeka: Dick Wynatt. Chicago; O. C.
Bryan, Alamogordo; W. H.
nodes.
t. Louts; . E. McChesney, Kansas
City; H. T. Avery, Colorado Springs;
II. G. Held, Denver; Lulu Jarvis, .Bur
lington; Fred Miller. El Paso; I,. L.
McShane, Kansas City.
A. R.

SuvOy.

A

"''

J

Uni-havi-

(

run-nin-

t&s it..liSKi!iiiiilliilii

Don't Heat
the Kitchen

FASHION DECREES COAT?, HOWEVER
WARM THE SUMMER DAY MAY BE

R. Burrows, Los Angeles; M. N.
Thompson, Winslow; Chas. Boh man.

and Thomas; Qulnn and Blair.

rfmlth; Murker, Hunter and Bergen.
Cralgei.
K. II. E
Second game
B. S. Berdy, El Paso; Mrs. M.
1
S
E.
2
Boston
National 3acue. .
Huntington,
1 Snavely,
Mabel
Pa.;
8
5
Frooklyn
At Philadelphia
n. II. K.
Butteries: Mattern, Llndaman and Snavely. Huntington, Pa.; It. 8. Cross
Philadelphia
0
5 11
white, Denver; Clyde Hutford, PortKcanhin and Dunn.
Howorinan:
New York
3
7
2
land. Ore.; Mrs. B. W. Jonec. WheelHatterles: Moren and Dooin; Mating; Mrs. F. M. Crlbbs. Muwkogee, Ok.
Wentem Ijeagiie.
lhcwon, Itaymon and Schlel.
To RENT By day or bonr. Max.
R. H. E.
At Wichita
0 well touring car. Ptione, office. 1020;
8
3
At Chicago
it. II. E. Lincoln
4
6 1 residence. Si
t'hicago
0
6
2 AVlchlta
o
Johnson and Sullivan;
1
8
Pittsburg
3 . Batteries:
For tlie best work on shirt waists
Batteries: Brawn
Moran; Atchison and Weaver.
and
patronize Hubbs Laundry Co,
Adams and Gibson.
It. H. E.
At Topeka
FOR SALE.
3
At Hrooklyn
U. II. E. rtloux City
10 12
A No.-- l black gentle driving hers;
7
Boston
4 also harness and nearly new bngsry.
6
8
8
4 .Topeka
1
8
6
Brooklyn
Algerman
and Shea; Inquire Room 24, Armijo block. Bl
Batteries:
Chappello and Townc, Slapnlcka, Beetz, Thomason fego Baca. Phone 417.
Batteries: White,

WHY IS IT THAT ON OR ABOUT MAY DAY
NARY

i0BER

l

All the necessary family cooking may be done as well on a
New Perfection Wick Bloc
Flame Oil
e
as on
the best coal or wood range.
By using the "New Perfection" Oil Stove, the annoyance
of an overheated and stuffy
kitchen is entirely avoided, even
in midsummer. The scientific
construction of the
Cook-Stov-

1

'

mm PERFECTION

Wick Dlae Flame

OU

Cook-Stov-

aMM

e

ensures quick work and a cool kitchen. The "New Perfection"
has a substantial CABINET TOP for warming plates and keeping food hot after it is cooked. Also drop shelves on which to
set small cooking utensils every convenience, even to bars
for holding towels.
Made in three sizes, Can be had either with
or without Cabinet Top. If not at your dealer's.
write our nearest agency.
Th

Lamp
And

is lubstantially

made oi bras,
tinflv nickrlzd

vtrv fiantttm

(r

powerful light jnd burns for hours wilh ont filling. Portable,
silt, convenient ju.t what every home needs.
If not with your dialer, write our nearest agency.

CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY
Incorporated
"tw" 'if1 f
7T

nn a:v
best street
eiy
tiller. W 'II ll.iVe c 'Ht.-i-, either
ure sleeveless, ami when worn with
Buttons, embroidery and fcmfir are
itclliny.
iXtlenie. but

Tin

i

He.

i

i

formal looking thing.--. Many, evii for
real or simulated. Many of these routs
etiitfon gowns, are altogether charming.
tile be!-- t hat g.irnitJies The li.it, ait
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NDS 1HREE FAST MATCHES
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RATHER A PROUD TRAIT

TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS

IN TENNIS TOMORROW

WITH A BUSINESS

llkh Record for Wheat.
Chicago, Msy
wheat advanced to $ 1.2 4. a new high record
Ton run t
Intermixed hy An price, shortly after the opening of
Aoehlent Hut Will Itejrin In
business on the board of trade today.
DnrncM. Again.
July rose to $1.1". Increase of on.'
cent.
Today marks the fifth nay of the
Sll. IajxOh MctsK
.
tennis tournament of the Albuquer5.- May
que Tennis club on the Central avenue
St. Louis.
Lead
$4.10;
courts. Monday afternoon's
ma'rh spelter, $4.90.
between Newell and Jacobson
vs.
New York Metal.
lingers and llingland was brought to
Ncvt York, May 5. 'Lead $4.20 (ir
a suJdi n stop by Mr. Newell sprain-In- n
an nkl at the close of the first 4.25; copper steady 177i'il3c; sllv-set. This accident forces the two 63 Tie
players. Jacobson and New?ll out of
.Money.
Ihe tournament and they lose by deXcw York, May 5. Prime paper
fault.
3 'Ml 4 per cent; Mexican dollars, 4 4c;
Their places have already
been call money 1 fi 2 per cent
taken by Collier and It. B. Stamm
who played and defeated Rogers and
Wool Market.
Rlngland yesterday afternoon by a
St. Louis, May 5. Wool strong;
score of
making them ready territory western mediums 20iit25ic;
now. Yesterday's fine mediums, 18ff22c; tine 12fil7c.
for the semi-finamntch was umpired by Mr. Fegans.
Stocks.
The following matches are scheH
duled for tomorow:
and Amalgamated Copper
Merritt
.1071
Brooks, handicap minus 30, vs. Frank Atchison
pfd
.104 'i
Mere and Stroup. plus i of In;
1H'
Staah and Lester, handicap minus 30, New York Central
vs. Frnnch and Kller, handicap plus Southern Pacific . .
..121;,
Union Pacific
. lSSi
U nf 1": arid Hoy Stamm nnd
. i5
handicap minus "2 of 1"., vs. United States Steel
pfd
.119
FeR.ins i'nrt Talbot, hnmllcap minus

f

a

iiM-n-

SESSION

Crystal Thea the
There will be three prizes to be drawn for
next week. Vouchers will be issued for

(Continued from pace one.)
Hons control the situation and they
are the chief sinners. Mr. Mead continued:
"In S98 4Jreat Uritaln spent on her
navy $124,000,000;
Germany spent
$2.0nn.nnn; and the United States
spent $:.0.000,000.
Last year Great
Iiritain spent $170,000,000; Germany
$83,000,000, and the United States
$104,000,000.
The Increase in precisely the ten years when there should
have been decreases was enormoue.
Our own army expenses last year
year were as great as our navy expanses. Our navy expenses this year
will be $30,000,000 greater than last
year. We are today paying for ex-nses of past wars and preparations,
for possible wans 63 per cent, practic- ally twothirds of our total national
revenue, leaving barely onethlrd availpurposes.
able for nil constructive
ThiR Is what has come about in ten
year In these three nations biiauwe
the llaKue conference In IS'J!) (lid nothing about the reduction or'nrrest of
armaments.
Germany Won't Help.
Count Jorrann Hcinrlch von Herns-torfGerman ambassador, In discussing the objects of the peare congress
said in jjart:
If I am not mistaken, its chief object is to create a public sentiment for
organization of international Justice
by further development of the principle of arbitration and to discuss the
question of the limitation of armaments.
1 beg leave to express an "pinion
on these two subjects rrom the German point of view. Our government
and people heartily sympathize with
the Idea of submitting such questions
to arbitration which to dot involve
national honor and vital national
1

$5, $3 and 2
whereby you may obtain merchandise in
any store represented on program or curtain

pt

MR. W. B. KERN, Tenor, Illustrated
MR. J. ROACH, Baritone

Sons

Music by Crystal Orchestra

Matinee Every Day at 2:45; All Seats

10c

Evenings 7:15, 8:15, 9:15

2,

COLOMBO

THEATRE
W. B. Moore. Mgr.
the Motto
Patents Co,

LI erased by

Flo-t-

ar

ADMISSION IOC
One new reel of plat are each

As to the question of the limitation
of armaments you all know that the

aj.

EXCLUSIVE
MOVING PICTURES

WIIEX YOU

TWO SHOWS, :1S AND :1S.
atatlaee Saturday and Soaday
m.
U I

t

ILL HTKATED SONGS.
X r,'3. Oarmody Baritone Singer.
.

.

MXSa

J ESS IK CRAIG,

afaalcal Direetreaa.
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NEW ORDER OF THINGS
In addition to our regular
meale, we serve Short Orders,
Noodles,' Chop guey In all
styles and other Mandarin
Pihee. . Give us a trial.
;

i

SAN JOSE
RESTAURANT

MINNEAPOLIS

III Rooming House
IM South Second St., sorrier Iroa.
All new iron beds. Reotas tor

Single room,
toasekeeplDg.
tl.lt
r week. Ne invalids received.

"NO!"

doo't ttlUv

Sll West

Open day and night,
'
Central.

TO LOOK AttOUXP

for high grade bread, cakes, pastry,
rolls or doughnuts come straight to
our store and you will see a layout
that will give you an appetite by Its
appetizing flavor and attractive quality. You need look no farther than
our bakery for bake stuffs of the beet
that is made.
I'lOKTEER BAKERY,
3A7 South First St.
'

f

;

1IXTIE

every

heir.

Thornton, the Cleaner
Is not out of
and CAN'T OO OCT.

Is not dead;

Pure Ice Cream
For the season of

190

our

delicious cream Is more pop-althan ever. All orders,
large or small. In or out of the
city, promptly cared for, and
delivery
good condition,
In
guar an teed.

ar

The Matthew Dairy

&

Supply Company
1700 No.

WWW WWW

I
e

at

Phone 420.

IITfflT,T?,T?rT1

Wake Up!

I

i

Fourth

All kinds of Filagree Jewel-ermanufactured.

y

Get my Price Before
Buying.

f

J. A. GARCIA
210

WEST

AVE.

OOLD

a

WW

yea

ifelss

Mil

Bast-ne-- e.

seere
Be convinced that he'
alive than ever.
Steam Clesnlns Plant TIT Sosta
Walter street Telephone 41.
HOME ENDORSEMENT.
of Albuquerque Citlieus
Hundreds
Can Tell You All About It
Home endorsement the public expression of
Albuquerque
people,
should be evidence beyond dispute
for every Albuquerque reader. Surely
the experience of friends and neigh
bors, cheerfully given by them, will
carry more weight than the utter
ances of strangers residing in far
away places. Read the following:
Mrs. E. Adair, 817
South Edith
street, Albuquerque. X. M., says:
my
"Whether
difficulties Indicated
kidney trouble or not, I was not certain but nevertheless from reading
about Doan's Kidney Pills, I was
given a desire to try them to see if
they would not afford me at least
some relief from the pain In my back
Just below my shoulder.
While on
my feet I did not feel the slightest
inconvenience but when I sat down.
the pain became very Bevere. Doan's
Kidney Pills brought me relief that
Justifies my high appreciation
of
them. '
For sale by all dealers. Price 60
Foster-.rents.
llburn Co., Buffalo.
N'. Y., sole agent
for the United
States.
Remember
the name Doan's
and take nu other.
47

German government could not see
their way to take any steps In this
matter.
The Imperial Chancellor has several times explained in his speeches
tefore the Imperial Parliament that
the reduction of armaments was no
doubt desirable, but t.'iat it was difficult to find a practical solution of tho
question, as it could not be decided
upon abstract principles or mathematical calculations. Our armament-- ,
the chancellor went on to say, are established by a law which everybody
can study If he cares to do so, and
measured solely by our 'own defense
requirements for the purpose of tho
protection
of our commerce and
coaste, and as has been Insisted on at
ninny previous occasions, present no
menace to any people. Incidentally I may mention that we
will in 1912 have 10 Dreadnaughts and
3 Invlnclbles and not 17 or 25 Dreadnoughts as was wrongly stated.
Many of you will have blamed us
for taking the above views of the cae
but you may think differently on the
subject. If you will kindly follow me
In briefly reviewing the history of
Germany for the last three, centuries.
In the hundred years that have
passed since we became a nation In
arms we only went to war When it
was absolutely necessary for the purpose of the unification of Germany.
This object was worth fighting for
and could not be obtained by peaceful
meanR.
If our neighbors had let
Germany unite without Interfering,
we would have had no war at all.
And since we are a united nation, we
never went to war. We wish to mind
our own business and not to be disturbed In it. We are happy and contented and are therefore no menace
to neighboring
nations.
But our
geographical situation and the lessons
we learned from an eventful history
have taught us to believe that George
Washington's words etlll hold goid.
who, as you all know, saia: "To be
prepared for war Is one of the most
effectual means of preserving peace."

Will
--

REVEL

A SALE! OP GROCERIES

MBouaoed. It ts easy enough to offer
kap rroeerlae at ebao prtaa. bal
--

mm

ffr Bst dtu

grucrtle at

LOW

QUALITY PRICES. So unusual are
Ja values that It will be wise for you
e lay In a stock while ths opportunity lasts. As a careful housekeeper
rea owe It to yourself to Judge the
.karacter of this offer for yourself.
CHAMPION GROCERY CO.
Seveutb and Ttjeras
'hone 11.

Citizen Want Ads for Results
4w4w4ww

.

SO.

1

Corn
Gats
Pork
17.97 Vj.

Lard

May 7 I'd; July 69ii4.
May r,7 Mi ; July '."iO V (it
.
.May $17.7,);
July $17.9.
May $10.27

'i

May $9.77

'i;

'n 10.4 0.

U!l

t'eienionic
Held Thin M.oi'iilnjr hi
Kxl y JIaJI nt the University
Were Well Afteiulod.
The commencement exercises for
the prr paratory department
of the
University of. New Mexico were held
In Rudey hall at the University at 10
o'clock this morning and were well
attended. The program follows:
The Class ttoast The Entire Claas,
Assisted by Mr. Waldo Arena.
Music.
Kssay. "Public Play

Ground,"

9. S3.

."

$5

InKi-

Q.

Tight

$ 9 .8 2

'

Days

i

.

7.

We don't urge you to buy an expensive vehicle.
We have
many good styles within the range of modest incomes
Buggies. Runabouts, Stanhopes, Surreys, Spring Wagons,
etc. Just received a big carload and will make special low pri- 2 ces for a few days as we need the room and can use the money

t

I

t

The Albuquerque Carriage Co.
Corner First Street and Tijeras Ave.

0,

M".

Alma Mater.
The preparatory department clas
is composed of., the following: Janet
I. Brison, Percy G. Cornish, Jesse E.
Emmons, John J. Emmons, Gertrude
Espinosa. Fred .B. Forbes, Clyde Kelly. Eileen McMlllen, Helen N. Xoyer.
the commercial department: Pearl
E. D Shon. Henrietta A. Mllmunder.
.

July

Kansas City LiventM'k.
Kansas City, May 5. Cattle
including 1,000 southerns. Steady.
Native steers $ ,.25 'U 6.90; southern
steers $4.80 iff 6.40; southern
cowe
$3,251?? 5.25; native cows, heifers $3.25
1i 6. 5; stockers dnd feeders $4.25
5.R3; bulls $3.40 5.25; calves $3.75
tfo.60.
Hogs 15,000. Weak and slow. Bulk
of sales $6.85 iff 7.25; heavy $7.15
7.30; packers and butchers $77.25;
light $6.807.15; plge $5.506.50.
Sheep 3,000. 10c higher. Muttons
$5.501 6.75: lambs $6,7511 8.80: weth
ers and yearlings $5fi'7.60; ewes $4

Music.

of Diplomas, Dr.

July $10.37

Hogs 27,000.
Weak. ac lower.
Light $6.85 fi 7.25; mixed $6.90 ?f 7.35 ;
heavy $7ffi7.40; rough $7)7.15; pigs
S S ".." f 6.75; bulk of sales
$7.207.3V
Sheep 13,000. Strong. 10c higher.
Native $3. Soil 6.30; western $3.80
6 35; yearlings
$6.25 ("i 7.50;
lambs
$6fi8.80; western lambs $6.50 fil 9.15.

lt), n MeMilien.

Presentation

;

Buying

fie

Chicago Livestock.
Chicago. May 5. Cattle 17,000.
Steady. Beeves $ f it 7 1 5 ; Texn.x steers
4.R0Af .".75; western
steers $4.70"
.1.75; stockers anil feeders $3.605i 5.60;
cows nnd heifera $2.40(i 6.25; calves

Gil-

lette Cornish.
(ration, "The Aristocracy of the
tellect." Kred Forbes.
Kssay, "The Class Prophesy,"

Carriage

15--

HVERSITY PREPS
AREiGlVEN DIPLOMAS

.

Won t Slight ,a Good Friend.
"If ever I need a cough medicine
.

again I know What to get," declares
Mrs. A. L. Alley of 'Seals, Me., "for,
after using ten bottles of Dr. King's
New Discovery,' and seeing Its excal-leresults in my own family and others, I am convinced it is the best
medicine made for coughs, colds and
lung trouble." Every one who tries it
feels Just that way. Relief is felt at
once and its quick cure surprlsee you.
ror wronchitis,' asthma, hemorrhage,
croup, la grippe, sore throat, pain in
chest or lungs Its supreme. 50c and
$1.00. Trial bottle free. Guaranteed by
all dealers.

6.25.

Louisville Courier Journal.
"What are you so elum about?"
"I was worrying about something
yesieruny. but. consarn it all. I can't
remember what it was."
OXK WAY.
New York Times.
Mr. Jelus. What's the best plan for
,
nmling a woman out?
Mr. Wucufl. ' Call when you're n.it

wanted.

ALBUQUERQUE

Co'g.

Comt-- ;
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.NTEREST

ALLOWED

SAYINGS

ON

1

DEPOSITS

1

l
WITH AMPLE MEANS AND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES

THE,

COMMERCE
BANK
OP
M.
Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodatfor
and Solicits New Accounts

'WHAT EVERY MAN KNOWS
i

N- -

CAPITAL. S150.000
'T''

OFFICERS A NO DIRECTORS

'

SOLOMON LUNA, President
STRICKLER, Vice President and Cashier
W. J. JOHNSON, Assistant Cashier
William Mcintosh,
J. C. Baldridge.
O. E. Cromwell
A. M. Blackwe 1,

W S.

GROSS KELLY & COMPANY
INCORRORA TED
fetyY

THAT

o"e

(yT
kfi

THKE'
look

WHOLES ALB
GROCERS

yy

fJZlaA

Ij

uj

you

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
Albuquerque and Las Vegas
AAAaVAsVAaXAAAAAJ

THIRD STKEET
A MONTH LATER

JovEl Tkat
)
I

S

NIFTY

I

$ what I CALL.
WHY DON'T YOU

buy clothe

with

TO TMCM. HARY?

Some
,

afl Ksada of Freab
Salt afeat
team 8aoaaa Pactoer.
BMUj aUJCXSWORT
Kaauale KaUdlac, North Tbira MnM

'U.
nYLE

It

B. H. Briggs & Co.

Moat Market DRUGGISTS
aa4

)

r

ALVARADO

PHARMACY

Corner Gold Ave. and 1st St.

HIGHLAND

n.

run-ilnu- n

i

NEW MEXICO

Capital and Surplus, $100,000

ed.

Alfn--

i

ri

1LBUQDERQUE.

m iu oe i,ivcn on t ainpiiK
ui me institution During; tlu
Morning.

Clothes for Men do not follow (j,e
e
The Missouri Society of New
fatdilong
tln-lead them. Benjamin
Mexico meets the second Wed- - 4) ItrOH., 218 Wert Central.
ucjtday of each month at Odd
"
rvuowi uau, bzi south Seroud
Lived 153 Years.
w ixf.
next ateetln YlVrliu- AVm. Parr
England's r,i.i
mu,
day. Mt) i, 90.
married
the third time at 120, worked
Ileadauarteru at mom j
in the field till 13 2 nnri lluoH
in
nets building, Secoud and Cen- years longer. People should be youth.
tral. Phone 107".
iui at au. James Wright, of Spurlock.
All sLIswiurtana aiw pmuMtl
Ky., show how to remain youug. "I
) to call aud rcglfter.
i
i
jur .k- - a i
boy," a
O. J. KKAKUEtl,
writes, 'lifter taking rIt hntii
ni
Electric Bitters. For thirty years kidney trouble made life a
the flnrt bottle of ths wonderful med
Any skin Itchinc Is a temncr-teste- r
icine convinced me I had found
The more you scratch the worse it
cure "on earth." They're a
itches. Doan's Ointment rureu nlli.u Godsend to week, sicklv
.
eczema any skin itching. At all drug old people. Try them. EOc at all deal
stores.
ers.

s

CO. I

TRUST

4

HAlin LICK.

nt

MONTEZUMA

ukiuim

The annual class Uuy exercises of
me i niversity of New Mexico will
take place at 10 o'clock tomorrow
morning on the campus at the University, and while nothing Is known
of the program, as the class always
Plans a surprise for the spectators.
It is said that many new stunts will
be featured.
A big rrowfl Is expect-

444)4ej

These are

Grain mid Provisions.
Chicago. May 5. Close:
Wheat May $1.2X; Julv $1.K.N(

The contests promise lo be interesting and xcitlng and a good
is looked for.

TOMORROW

y

the that going on hers is not oftea

"Say, is dat kid cryln' because a pin's stlckln' her, or Is she hungry?"
"Gwan! All dat alls dis infant is temperament!"

.

The annual banquet of the alumni
association
lll take place at 6:30 tomorrow evening at the Alvarado.
After the hanipii t a business meeting
will be held, officers elected, and the
banqueters will then adjourn to the
Tennl shoes In black and white for womans club where a program
of
men, women and children. Prices run music an," other
numbers
from to to $1.50. C. May's Khje Store, given, followed by a dence. will be
Sl wvnt Central avenue.
o

VI

4,

ls

f,

i

If

RICO HOTEL

PHARMACY

Occidental Building

Bring U

Your Prescription

AND BAR
Amj

MOVED
Three doors north, to

-7

j

119

FIRST ST.

part

eruf u. ant a

mm

m

Ike Luna and. Bttickler trolidlas is
ow ready for occupancy and will be
eased to responsible parties.
Ana
alterations desired will be made ta
alt tenants. Total floor apace II -tO square feet. Basement same
Steam heat and all othea
eodera lmpreTementa. Appir f. a.
--

ttiickJer.

. XHt.

MAX

WEWMfSBATV

ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN.
in the same .direction! ThViichool'of

and

Grocery

Montezuma

FINE RECORD IS SHOWN crime, which Ifdi'.many yearn bAjc)i LEE

Liquor Company

FIRST PLACE

WORK

OJiSETO

vifr

going on lit thlk city, will
J
"Too much credit cannot be given
to Chief of Police McMillln, who aidBEGINS
BY THE ALBUQUERQUE ed materially
III ORATORICAL
In the scheme. The la
'
dies, under the leadership of Mrs.
'
:
,
Medler. Mrs. McLaughlin. Mrs. BerMuch Preliminary Work to le lfcn.e
nard Ilfeld and Mm nay, have under
Will Delay (xnwtrooUon
CONTEST
mil
many discouragements,
carried the
In Summer.
,
'
work of the society to a successful
, ;y
llnanclal aad moral finish.
It will be August before t o 'c wrl
the coming year, the work He Will
Detention Home Has Aided will"During
sewRepresent University be begun on Albuquerque's
be
and a close staer system. The money Is I e but
tistical record kept of all cases and a
Materially In Caring
plans
the
In
specifications
and
Annual Contest
c iot be
detailed study will be made of each.
completed and made present
to
The detention home will be maintainfor the City's
the
contractors
before June l Then
ed by the auxiliary during the comwill
the
council
have to adve Ne fo.
ing year and will be operated Jut as
Bad Boys.
Next Fall.
olds. That will require a c
.le of
lonR as It receives the support of the
or
weeks
possibly a month. Al
that
public and is 1und a necessary ad...
pontmptnr.
l. ,.n
the
will
havs
junct to the raring of the delinquent
The first meeting of the Albuquer- and truant children."
to
buy
supplies.
st
In the University annual oratorical time
The preoe it
que Auxiliary to the Children's Home
held at the Klks theatre last er 'stem will have to serve uaother
society was held in the
night, Lawrence F. Lee, of the senior "ummer.
building last evening and the RETIRE IN A
Mr- - Gray, the sewer expert, who
class, was given first place, which
Ing officers were elected for
rpPort on the system a yaar
tarries with It the honor of represent-,""- "'
suing year: Mrs. It. A. Hittner, presiIng the University In the Intercolle- - BR0, wl" De ,n Albuquerque within
dent; Mrs. Bernard Ilfeld, first vice
ROASTED
FREE
PEANUTS glate contest nt Itoswcll next fall. His the ne5tt ten day and go over the
president; Mrs. J. T. McLaughlin, sec
subject, 'The Spirit of the West," was P'""" and specifications with City En-oond vice president; Miss Bessie Bald-rldg- e,
inepr Gladding. Mr. Gladding haa
of the best orations emanating
secretary; Mrs, H. B. Kay, Nallxe family IjOiuIinI Stove Contnin- - from the University and showed much tw0 transit corps in the field and is
treasurer, and Mrs. Margaret Medler,
Ing I 'Ire on
i rushing
his part of the work with all
autoload or I iirnlt-iir- e
thought and effort.
I
po,wlb,e haste.
Cntis-- l
assistant treasurer.
.Much Kxclte-mei-it.
ami
T. J. Mnhry's
.
oration
"Popular
commitReports from the various
When the actual work of construo-wn- s
Klection of 'United Slates Senators"
tees were read and approved and the
given second place and "The tlon ,s b,,8tin, the city will have to
b.
When
linrcl.i
loudinfc
Jose
p,in
U
was
society
most
nave a superintendent. Mr. Grsy may
shown to be in
Aristocracy of the Intellect" by
flourishing and encouraging condi- - his household effects into his wagon P.. Forbes, third place. Fred Fred
j,. be employed In this capacity.
moving
purpose
yesterday
of
the
for
tion.
Browning was to have taken part In fe'ulsr",r'The Children's Home Society has from a house In the southern part of the contest with an .Oration
on "PreH
city
city
to
of
the
north
ranch
the
now been in existence a little over
of Natural Itesources," but LAfB CROP BETTER
,Vi,s
preoccupied that lie forgot servation
one year and in that time has handled
was
called out of town.
over fifty truant children while many te extiiiKiiinh the tire in the kitchen
A piano solo by Miss Jennie Walsh,
He placed the stove, which
cases of delinquent have been attend- - stove.
a
vocal s"Io by Miss Estella de Tulllo,
THAU WAS EXPECTED
ed to. over twentv of which have been was not hot. in the wagon and piled and a piano
and clarinet duet by Miss
placed in the home at SIO North the furniture on top.
Nearly an hour later, he was driv- Hurling Bnd M. J. MctJulnness formed
Kightli street in charge of W. L. Sill,
part of thn program.
the probation officer, and Mrs. V. L. ing peacefully along north First street
The judges on thought and compo- Wltllt fold Weather Meant tti? Dculli
by
accompanied
the other members of
Sill, matron.
To the able manugH-nieof
Arrivals, llljr Per Cent
were A. B. Stroup, J. A. Miller
sition
family,
conhis
to
lie
whin
found
his
and assistance of them, much
of tin- - Crop Will be Saved.
- while
Moore,H.
and
Frank
W.
F.
sternutlon
of
rear
the
mil
that the
credit for the success. of the detention
I'lancy, Rev. E. W. Pierce and Isaac
home is due. In addition to cariug "agon was blazing merrily,
The profits and losses of New MexHe
flopped
the horsw and shouted Barth were judges of delivery.
for local truants and delinquents, the
ico sheep raisers for the year depends
vicinity
the
alarm. Residents in the
home has had several canes from
very much on weather conditions
other states. These are cared for un- - jsaw' the blazing wagon and the wildly MORE DONATIONS
during the present month. The weath- unhitch-send
O.urcla
family hastily
til parents or relutivcs arc notillcd and excited
r last month was adverse to their
'"8 ,ne horses. They came to the res- for them.
Interests,
the cold sounding the death
a
water,
garden
with buckets of
Superintendent Staling, of the
FOR IDE BIG FIESTA knell to many of the early lambs.
cal public schools, expressed himself , hose and several private lire extin-moA week ago It was reported that
favorably iu regard to the pro- - gulshers.
the lamb crop would not be SO per
gress the society had made In the I After throwing the furniture in the
cent. The lutest Indications are that
FHks
'
are
(idling
lVoin
Prcernu
past year and stated that the work street, they succeeded in putting out
this estimate was far from correct.
anil Hustling to Make
was far beyond his expectations, con- - the fire, although the rear end of the
The recent change of weather condiAffair a Suocvsh.
sidering the fact that during the past wagon was badly damaged. Garcia
tions, from cold to warm, has been
year the society did not have the ad- - then extinguished the fire In the
most favorable, and In manv Instance
n. large r rce or carpenters
of the compulsory school law!''" "tove, which had caused nil the
nave the crop will be 75 per cent Instead
which they will have in their coming trouble.
been engaged and tomorrow morning of 30 per cent as was at first
Among the effects in thp wagon
ytar'e work. Prof. Sterling furthor
commence building the booths ' ported.
i veral
sacks containing five snd side show tents In the Elks build-- )
stated that the cases of truancy In the were
The early lambs suffered most. The
public schools of this city have been hundred pounds of fieauuts which Ing In preparation for the Fiesta lambs coming now and the late Iambs
materially decreased in the past win were intended for seeding purposes. w hich begins next Monday evening will be saved where the sheep wnere
ter through the efficient services of The flames roasted the peanuts and and lusts six days. The rooms will have their own ranges. The greatest
Officer W. L. .''111, of the detention ' ruieu tne air with the fragrant soon be ready for the decorators.
(losses so far have been with poeple
aroma.
home, '
Donations continue to arrive both' having no regular range and having
This attracted several dozen chll- - I from merchants in this- - city as well to hustle for It while the sheep
Through the untiring efforts of Mrs,
starv- IL B. Kay and Mrs. Margaret Medler, dren living In that part of the city and Jag oUt of town jobbers.
Among the 'ed In the northern part of the terrl
me uuiuimuii noine un .orni cigiiiii
..v..o...
rirms heard from are the following: tory many of the early lambs were
street has been equipped with the fighting the fire, the children su?-- . W- - H Hah
g Beaven and Aztec lost The late lambs will nearly all
necessary furniture and other house-- ! ceeded in eloping with about half of Coa, cornpanleii one ton coai each;;be saved. The growers
of Central
- """- I H.
noiu necessities auring me pasi year
Yanow. elerantlv mounted leooarrt New Mexico are honefnl nf Inro-- Inm'i
and now presents a most homelike scattered about over the road and t skin; Albuquerque Carriage company, crops and the wool clips now promise
appearance.
(took the long suffering family nearly one saddle; Raabe and Mauger, one to bring good prices. Despite the
"We will need the
of two hours to return them to the carving set; Imperial
and Hubbs many unfavorable reports circulated
all citizens as well as the various sacks.
laundries, $10 worth of laundry each; ' New Mexico sheep men generally will
lodges and societies in this city In or- - I There were several telephones In Martin Tlerney,
$5 ' cash; Learnard tnjoy a prosperous year.
der that the society be a success In the vicinity of the lire out everyone s.nd Llnflemann, one fine guitar;
N.I
the future," ald Mrs. Medler thi was so excited that no alarm was sent B. Kendis. one willow rocker; Geo.'
1I1S FATHKIUIOOO.
morning. 'We have received contri- to the fire department.
mtle "on. who look'd from
C. Graham. $5 worth
of tailoring
butions from various lodges and sothoughtful eyes,
company, one Na-- 1
work: Ilfeld-Splt- z
cieties as well as from a few individvajo blanket: Simon Stern; one lot I A,,u movea ana spone in quiet, grown
uals during the past year but we will MAKE AN EXHIBIT
ud wise.
hst bands; Wetller and Benjamin:
need more supporters In the future In
one piece drawn work; Valo Brothers, Having my law the seventh time disorder that our work be carried out
obeyed,
OF AUTOMATIC SWITCH one sack of sugar; The.Halstead Milproperly."
ling and Elevator company, Halstead I struck him. and dlsmlss'd
Dr. C. E. Lukene, superintendent of
Kan.; 11 ( 4 sacks) Boss Pateni With hard words and unklss d
the Children's Home Society of New Inventor aiul'ManouTcr
of Mumita-tur-Inflour; Kuner Pickling company, Den Hie mother, who was patient, being
Mexico, and superintendent of the lodead,
Company lluve Svuml Of .
ver. Colo., one ensq Kuner's pork and
cal auxiliary, when seen by a Citizen
fle
litre.
beans; Davis Milling company, St. Then, fearing lest his grief should
representative this moruiDg said, "The
hinder sleep,
Joseph, Mo., one case 'Aunt Jemima" I
work of the Albuquerque Auxiliary to
O. W. Call. Inventor of the Call Auvisited his bed
the Children's Home society has been tomatic switch for railroads, and J. Pancake flour; American' fleet Sugar But found him slumbering deep.
most successful and far beyond the X. White, manascr for the Pall Au- - company, Denver, Colo, f 10 sacks With darken'd eyelid, and their laBh-e- s
expectatlone of most of the workers temutlc switch company, have made a sugar; Wolf Milling company. Ellin-wooyet
Kan.; 300 pounds Wolf Prem- From
during the past year. The practical, short time lease on the corner ground
sobbing wet,
Topeka
Milling com- And I his lutemoan.
operation of such a society must b floor room in the Cromwell building ium flour;
with
gained by experience and the manner and this evening will make an exhibit pany, Kan.; one ense Ralston Pan- Kinslug away his tears, left Jther of
cake flour and The La Junta Milling
of conducting the work will depend demonstrating the new switch,
my own.
and F.levator company,, La Ju-.tlargely on the conditions of the lo-- 1
Is a device by which the
For, on a table drawn beside his head,
It
500
Colo.;
pounds
Down
I
Swan's
neers operate the switches by means
tie had put, within his reach,
"The work of Probation Officer Sili of levers on the sides of the engines. flour.
A box of counters and a red- - veined
As
bjthe
of
drawing
the
w ith the local police
result
In
the
The company owning the patent .'s ladies on
stone.
supper
the
various
commitforce has resulted in breaking up th, sflllng stock to build assembling
A piece of glass
by the
abraded
gangs of organized boy outlaws, three 'plants, and the purpose of the exhibit tees last evening for the daye on
beach,
have And six or seven shells,
of whom have been sent to the refor- - made here Is to influence Albuquer-mator- y which each committee Is to
at Golden, Colo., and one to a que people to buy stock. The Denver oherge the following Is announced: A bottle with bluebells,
ranch near Las Vegas, while other & Kio Grando railway company has Mrs. McLaughlin. Monday: Mrs. D. And two French copper coin, ranged
H. Cams, Tuesday: Mrs. M. L. Stern,
suepects will probably soon be. headed adopted the system.
there with careful art.
Wednesday, Mrs. J. A. Hubbs, Thrus-da- To comfort
his sad heart.
Mrs. Amndo Chavez,
Friday. So when that night
I pray'd
Saturday night will be ladles night To God. I wept and said:
will
charge
he
In
of the gentle- "Ah, when at last we lie with tranced
and
men who will act under Mr. David
breath,
Combs, chairman of the committee Not vexing Thee in death
for that evening.
And Thou reinemberest of what toys
r being made we made our joys.
Great preparations
for Saturday, the l.tst day of the How weakly understood
fiesta and from all Indications, It will Thy great commanded good
be the banner day of th festivities. Then, fatherly, not leas
The members of the soliciting com- Than I, when Thous hast molded
mittees are meeting every afternoon
from the clay,
at the offices of D. K. B. Sellers and Thoul't leave Thy wrath and say,
are busy gathering donations from '1 will bo sorry for their childish
the various merchants about town.
ness.' "
Coventry Putmore.
HORSE AND A BOY
neckwear anil Hodman
nir
Collurs are a
m.
and correct
Iiliiallon for hot summer days. IU-IN EXCI1IK6 MIXUP jamJii Bros., itIH West Central.

Vudor Porch

J'Attl

.

Copper end Third

AUMIARY

Imported and Domestic Goods
of Lucca Pure Olive Oil
Bpeci&H
Liquor h the Gallon or Bottle.
Family Trade Solicited.

I

Agent tor Saa Antonio Lino.

X

Call Phone or send for Solicitor.

Fresk.

IIS

TAGX FTTH

Ite

.

Always

.

Make a cool, shady,
"

r

i

f---

i

f.

'

,. i

They keep out
the sun, but let in th

. .i v

w

breeze.
Vudor Porch Shades are
very durable, and will last
many seasons.
Vodor Porch Shades are
just the thing for "boxing
in" porches or balconies
that are to be used as out- door sleeping or living
apartments.
All sizes carried In stock
only at

.

PHONE 1029

sew-conte-

COLUMBUS

ne

HOTEL
esond

Corner

mnd Gold

;

HOME COOKING
excellent Service

t
i RESTAURANT

t

West Central Avenue

308-31- 0

-

i

,

J

J

rirtt St.
LUNCHES

AND

PORCH SHADES

J

Irl

nt

WHITE HOUSE

MEALS

Vuclor

'

pleased with Columbus Meals for
many years. Have you tried themf

709 8.

Comfort v .;)- -

:

-

Particular ueop.e have been

X

seclud-:- d

porch.

:

at Roswell

Prices Right.

Shades

st

Come in the eating's fine
X

e

He Faecy Price

'

Here

kltch-vanta-

t

We Have It I

re-w- lll

Spring Suit, Hat, Shoes,
That
klrts. Ties, and everything in the
arable line.
Men's well made, stylish Suits
110, $11.10 and $15.
Boys' Suits $2.60 to $4.
MEN'S DRESS SHOES.
Well made, good wearing Shoes,
er pair, Sl.tO, S3, $3.t0 and $4.
Men's Work Shoes, SI. SO, St and
IS.GO.

""

j

BUYING YOUR

BY

GARDEN TOOLS
& Poultry Wire

I

BOYS'

SHOES.

Sizes IH to SH Sl.SS to SZ.SO.
Blses IS to 2 $1.25 to $2.2$.
Sizes to 11 90c to Sl.SS. '

.

BUYERS' UNlOb

CASH

IZ2 Nmrth Aeeeacf
WM. DOLDE.

Pre.

txxxxxxxxxxaooofxxxxxxooaoo

ruu nntuw
uiu
we sell it rott Less
and
We Invite comparison
m aaask

em

ss m

mmm.

mm.

m

m m

of lis.

(

PBCIAL SALE OF MEN'S HOSE.
IS dosen Men's Hose, regular II He
suallty. S pairs for 25o.
10 dosen Men's
black Hose, per
air. So.

mmm

!

YOU CANT MAKE A MISTAKE

r

are

always pleased to show
goods.
Come In and get acquainted, for if you are in need
of anything In
Furniture,
Stoves, Carpets or Housefur-nishlng- s,
we can save you
money.

d,

angl-calit-

OUR GOODS AND PRICES ARE RIGHT

RAABE & MAUGER
HARDWARE

North First Street

115-11- 7

J

Consolidated Liquor Go.
EVERYTHING. IN OUR LINE

y.

Catalog and Pries Us)

Write for Illustrated

i

CROWN FURNITURE
AND AUCTION CO.

114 W. GoM
Phone 0.
cycxyocxyxxxxxxxxyaccacxxxxic

OFFICE
121

SALES

AND

ROOM

and 123 North First St.

Phone 138

y;

Highland Livery
BAMBROOK BROS.

til

111 John Bt,
Phone
Up to date turn --oats. Beet driven
In the city. Proprietor of Sadie,"
the picnle wagon.

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

r

LIVERY, BALK. FKKD )
TKANSFKR STABIe
erase aad Mules homgal

ed

n

C1H
Street
betweea
eeond
Cestui aaa
ESS

TURNOUTS IN TKw

Oeper

o

Till: V.VLIH OF

Ave.

IIikst frui n Traction lurk ltiin
With I tiller unil Ijuulitl in Door
of a No loon.

You

ED. FOURNELLE

Noel, the fine bay gilding, which
was a favorite In many of the events

Traction park during the recent
mrltiK. ran away with a etable boy
trom Trimble's red barn this morning
and narrowly escaped a serious acci
dent.
Noel 1s the property of James Kak- In; if the I'onsolidati d Liquor com
pany. Mrs. Kakin rode Noel for a
(ouple of hours this morning and at
1C o'clock telephoned
the stable to
send after the home,
t.'has. Sharp
went after the animal. On the way
to the stable, Noel evidently thougnt
he had an uppolntnient he had to
keep and was lute, nu he took the bit
in his teth and ran. At the c iiner
ot Cupper avenue and North Third
street either the horse or the boy "got
their
lre crossed" for they brought
U. in h pile In the front door nf the
Moir'.ejtuniu bar. Both escape Injury.
how ever.
Mr. Kakin said after he learned
that the horse wan not hurt that the
animal was perfectly gentle and that
he did not understand why he should
un away.
!

Carpenter

Use it

and Builder
Jobbing
Pbonee:

Promptly

Attended

Shop 1068; Residence US

Skip Corsir

Foortb St.

Lone

Star Boot

&

N. V.

Shoe Shop

Our specialty la making eowbey
ote and
shoes, first data
repairing. Beet rock-oa- k
sole leather
Twenty
years' experience. I am
aaed.
master of tbe trade, dive us a trial.
Work ceiled for and delivered.
133 W. Central Ave.
te
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iod Coppir Art.

ALBUQUERQUE,

to make Delicious Hot
Biscuit tempting, appetizing, light, wholesome.
Makes the best food to
work on the best food
to sleep after. No alum; F7a
no fear of indigestion.
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ALL THE WAY UP

..

From tbe foundation to tbe ehlnglee cms the root, we are eeO
tog BalkUnff Material Cheaper than joe have koeta lee
Bteay years. Bare at least U per etseu) and

BUILD NOW

Rio Grande Material
PHONE I.

&

Lumber Co.

COIUnCR THIRD AND MARQCXTTB.

Plll'KII'71HY

MKIUCINKS.
proven by the very large percent'
age or physicians prescriptions
for
tlie same remedies found in every
drug store in America, but as they are
written in Latin, few patients realize
this fact.
The old standard proprietary medl
tines like Lydla E. Piqkham's Vege-tabl- o
Compound, that have stood the
test of time, deserve a place In every
family medicine chest, and it is most
ctrtaln they would not be prescribed
by physicians if they were able to de
vise a formula equally us efficacious.
o
Omr work le RIG17T In every e
Hnbha
latsDr rwswfcit.
TOO LATK TO CLASSIFY.
story
2
FOR RENT Rico hotel,
brick. X. First St., between Central
and Copper ave. Lower floor store
rooms. I'pper floor has IS modern
furnished rooms for rooming house.
Will lent upper or lower floors separate. Low rent. Inquire of John M.
Moore Realty company.
Hy a veteran old soldi..-- r
WANTHD
a situation to care for a small property: will accept a garden spot and
house room for his salary. Inquire
at Citizen office.
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OLD RELIABLE,"

ESTABLISHED 1873

PUTNEY

Lm Bm

THE

WHOLESALE

GROCER

(FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
.
V

FARM

tfl

.

1

FREIGHT WAGONS

RAILROAD AVENUE

Builders

O

and

AL3UQUEKQUE, N. M.

eeeeeeeee
Finishers

Native and Chicago Lam her,
Bailalnc Paper, Piaster, lime. Cement.

Shrrwln-William-

J. C BALDRIDGE

-

s

Supplier
Ialut Noae

mm

Gleae, fiaah, Doora, Bte,

423 SOUTH FIRST

ACB

IS STILl

WHEAT

GOING UP IN

PRICE
Aarket Conditions

Indicate

Only Keller In New
Not Yet

Crop

Harvested.
Kiinsm City. Mo.. May 5. Persia
tent demand for oholre milling wheat
at oxtia Tdinary high prices brought
bum a renewal of confident bullish
entini' nt in the speculative market
last mek and there was a rapid recovery from the depression of the
vei k before. July wheat In Chicago,
which had dropped 13 cents from the
high prices of April, rallied 7 cents,
and there was about the same recovery in the May price.
In Kansas City May wheat was bid
up 10 cents to $1.28V4, higher than It
had sold previously and at one time 4
cent ot-- t the Chicago May price.
Urain men say that such prices at
$1.60 to $1.52 for choice soft wheat,
.and 11.35 to $1.40 for choice hard
wheat In Kansas City, the highest
ever paid, can mean only one thing,
that the supply Is practically exhausted and no relief is to be expected until a new crop is raised. Elevator
stocks of wheat In Kansas City are
million bushels, having
down to
last
bushels
decreased 150,000,000
week. Almost all the wheat In the
elevators here Is said to be, owned by
millers, or under contract to be shipped out, and a considerable, line of
May wheat here la Bald to be owned
by millers who expect to demand the
wheat their contracts call for. The
situation is more acute In Kansas City
thany anywhere.
nd the southwest
else, though Chicago Is moving wheat
out at a fair rate and it is expected to
go still more rapidly now that the
May deliveries or part of them
have been made. About 2 million
bushelB were delivered on May conThe
tracts In Chicago yesterday.
wheat was taken and paid for by
Bartlett. Patten & Co., who now own
nearly all of It. The merchandising
of this stock of wheat may cause
ome relief in the acute scarcity of
winter wheat. In the Northwest mil
lers say they will need all the wheat
tha is available before another crop
Is raised.
Smallest Receipts of the Year.
The movement of wheat to market
centers last week was the smallest of
the season, both of spring and winter.
The five western markets got 1,225
cars, compared with 1,432 cars in. the
reek before and 1,575 cars a year
ago.
go. and 3,772 cars two years
300,000
were
Chicago shipments
bushels in excess of receipts, ' and
was de400,000 bushels of wheat
stroyed by fire In Chicago last week.
Therp was a decrease of about 800,-00- 0
bushels in Minneapolis. The vissupply statement tomorrow
ible
should show a decrease of about 1
A year ago there
million bushels.
was a record breaking decrease In the
milVisible supply, amounting to 5
million
lion bushels, but about 3
bushels of this decrease was at Canadian points not now included in the
visible supply statement.
Spring Kocding Delayed.
Speculativebuylng of the new crop
deliveries was stimulated by the return of unreasonable cold weather
over the spring wheat territory, again
delaying seeding after a short period
of favorable conditions. Throughout
the Dakotas and Canada temperatures
of 10 to 20 degrees above zero prevailed and the frost line extended as
far south as Southern Missouri and
Oklahoma. Warmer weather is again
predicted and Minneapolis grain men
say there :s yet time for a full spring
wheat acreage to he planted, but enthusiastic expectations regarding the
size of the crop are not aroused by a
covering of two to eight Inches of
snow over the fields, only partially

planted

May 1.

The preponderance of winter wheat
crop newJ was favorable, though
there were Important exceptions. Ram
Is needed !n an Important part of the
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Kansas wheat area. The Oklahoma
report showed a loss of 11 per cent
In area and a decline last month of
4.6 per cent in the condition of the
on the
crop. Missouri conditions,
other hand, improved 4 points. Some
pessimistic reports were sent In from
Ohio and Indiana by a representative
of a Chicago speculative house. Abundant rains fell In most of the. wheat
area east of the Missouri river.
Larger World's Shipments' Than
Year.
The markets abroad did not quite
keep paee with the rise on this side,
owing partly to the larger shipments
of wheat to Importing countries as
The total from all
posted Monday.
sources wns 8 U million bushels,
against
'a million bushrls the corweek
responding
last year. iJist
week's shipments are estimated at 7
milion bushels, compared with ft, 198,-00- 0
bushels a year ago. The United
States and Canada and Argentina
shipped less than half as much as In
the same week last year, but the deficiency was more .than made up by
The
Russia, Australia and India.
latter country's output was 700,000
bushels, against nothing a year ago.
In the main foreign crop reports were
favorable last week though some complaints continue to come from Germany,
HmwosIiib Storks of Corn.
Speculative corn prices made new
high records for the crop year last
week, though the entire gain was not
maintained. May corn In Chicago rose
3?c to 72 c and the July price advanced 3c to 69 c, There was a setback In the last two days and, closing
quotations yesterday showed net gains
of 2c to 2 '4c There were about the
tame gains In Kansas City and they
were better maintained.
The small receipts of corn and the
unsettled weather, delaying planting
of the new crop, together with the
prospects of small deliveries on May
contracts, owing to the light public
stocks and the high prices prevalent
for cash corn, were the sustaining
market.
factors in the speculative
Some large traders are said to be putting out short lines in the expectation of a bearish sentiment developing
If there should be favorable weather
for planting In the next two or three
weeks.
Chicago received only 4 99 cars ot
corn last week, compared with 1,035
cars a year ago. The week's shipments were 800.000 bushels greater
than the receipts. Total stocks of
corn In Chicago last Monday were
only 1.600.000 bushels, compared with
G
million bushels a year ago.
Kansas City and St. Louis each remore corn last week than a
ceived
year ago, making the total for the
three markets 1,179 cars, against
cars a year ago. Reports Indicate
that the farmers in some sections
have fairly liberal supplies of old
corn, but as they are likely to be busy
for another month, the movement is
not expected to increase materially
until June. Stocks of corn in the elevators here go on decreasing. There
was a decrease of 150,000 bushels last
several
week. Cash prices remain
cents above the future prices. Exports
from this country were only 845,000
bushels last week, against 1 xk million
bushels from Argetlna for the same
million bushels a year
time and 2
ago.

CONCERNING JESUS.
The world's greatest thinkers nearly all disagree with the church. Tou
should know their beliefs. Three
brief essays one on Jesus, one on
the Origin of the Gospels, and one on
Christianity will give you the net results of modern scholarship and inspiration. Price 12c. Send dime and
tamp to The School of Troth, Lafayette. Ind.
OUT OF T1IK MOl'TIIS OF B VJMF.S.
Bobby how many
Mother (writing)
times have I told you to keep quiet?
Hobby (reflectively)
Seven.
Teacher Can any one in the class
tell me what a lawsuit is?
Small Boy Yes. ma'am. I can. It's
a suit worn by a policeman.
Tommy Say, Johnny, did you ever
think you would like to be a pirate
when you became a man?
I should
Johnny (contemptuously)
say not. Pirates are played out. 1
want to be a president of a big trust,
or something of that sort.
"You know, Klsie, that 'ferment"
means 'to work," " s;iid the teacher.
"Now you may write a sentence on
the blackboard containing the word
'ferment. "
After a moment's thought Klslc
wrote as follows: "In summer I love
to ferment among the flowers In our
garden." Chicago News.
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The Postofflce In Windy City
Handles Tons of Let-

ters Every
Day
Chicago, May 5. Uncle Sam made
a po"r guess a few years ago when he
built a postofflce for Chicago, for the
city is now the biggest mail hopper
and the postofflce long since was outgrown. Daily 00 tons of mail from
very part of the globe pours through
the hopper and the total grows amazingly.
Mails crosning the continent in
transfer and the mulls of all the con
verging railways make a tremendous
problem in handling. The dally average mail matter handled, excluding
Sunday, is about 4.500,000 pieces of
all kinds. Several times within the
last three years the cancelling machines passed the 2,600,000 mark on
letters alone.
Incoming pouches and sacks are being received at the rate of 8,500 a day.
while nearly double that number Is
distributed. Stated in another way,
nearly 3,500,000 incoming sacks will
be handled in 1909 at the present rate,
and probably 5,500,000 will be distributed. More than 60,000 tuns uf
newspapers and periodicals will be
weighed, handled and distributed
this year. It must be remembered
that Chicago is way up in the publishing business nowadays, having
put Boston into the "has been" class
and achieved among other things the
record of the largest magazine circulation In the world in Woman's World
which Geo. H. Currier was printing
nine years ago in one room of an office building and now delivers carloads of over 2,000,000 copies. He
now mails 5,000,000 pounds of Woman's World in a year. Many other
publishers run the total up to a huge
figure.
To handle this matter the postofflce
department has on Its Chicago pay
rolls nearly 5,000 men, about half of
whom work in or travel from the
being
main offices, the remaining
stationed at the branch postofflces,
or "stations" scattered through the
city.
The postofflce, though outgrown, is not exactly tiny either, for
it occupies the greater part of 16
acres of floor space In a building 300
by 370 feet and 280 feet high,
Letter mall dropped into the thousands of letter boxes of the city is
collected by carriers and delivered
to wagons or trolley mull cars. When
It reaches the office It s thrown Into
one of the thirteen steel chutes in
Dearboi n street.
When the contents of ttie car or
wagon are delivered to the chute the
receiving mouth Is closed and the
load Is weighed and then dropped upon a moving belt thirty-si- x
inches
wide which conveys Its load of hundreds of bags to a second belt that
moves up an incline at the rate of
600 feet per minute. The inclined
belt throws the sacks to a third belt
moving at right angles, and the third
belt delivers the mail to one of seven
lifts, or bucket elevators, that dump
the bags Into a platform on the second floor, sixty feet above.
A force of men here empties the
bags Into one of two compartment
hopper cars that are arranged so that
they dump into any one of twenty-on- e
hoppers over a series of eight
tables. Scores of men at these tables
"stack" the mall In other words,
face the pieces, feeding them Into an
automatic saekor a moving belt device that sacks letters and conveys
them on edge to the canceling machines.
There are thirteen of these canceling machines, which the government
leases from the patentee. Each machine handles an average of 500 to
BOO
pieces per minute, canceling the
stamps and printing the postmark,
the hour and minute being changed
automatically.
After the mnil is canceled and
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postmarked It falls Into baskets which
are carried trt the primary distribution tables. Here the mall is sorted
by states, or by groups of states, and
packed Into steel trays or cars, seven
and one-haInches wide, thirty In
ches long and six Inches deep. These
little cars when rilled are set Into a
moving belt conveyor that circles
around three sides of the second floor
earring the mail to cases, where it Is
distributed
Into railway postofflce
routes, city routes, etc.
These little cars have an ingenious
arrangement by which they switch
t 'h mim. ikes oiT ut the proper
station
They nre emptlel by the clerks at the
table, who sort the mall Into railway
postal routes and place It, tied In
packages, on a belt carrier which
takes It to the receiving station.
The pneumatic tube service is used
m part to send the mall to several
of the important railroad stations
but bei.iuse of disputes regarding a
municipal franchise the serice may
,
though It effects
not be
great saing In time.
This underground pneumatic tube
rystem is the largest of the kind in
the world. There are three double
tube trunk lines, aggregating over
eighteen miles of eight-inc- h
castlron
tlpe. uf these lines the stockyards
branch is the longest, the station being six and one-hamiles from ths
I ostofiUe,
requiring thirteen miles of
pipe.
A continuous current of atr,
moving thirty miles per hour, Is forced through these pipes. The cartridge
or carrier that conveys the mall
the tubes has a capacity of
too letters. Carriers are sent during
the buriest hours every tn.'rteen seconds.
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WATER AND SAL

I

REMEDY FOR

tino RKW.vrtn, $100.
The readers of this paper will b
pleased to learn that there is at leaj:
one dreaded disease that eclence hn
been able to cure in all Its stages, and
that Is catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Curs
Is the only positive cure now known
tc the medical fraternity. Catarrh being a constitutional disease, requires
a constitutional treatment Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken Internally, acting
directly upon the blood and mucous
surfaces of the system, thereby destroying the foundation of the disease
and giving the patient strength by
building up the constitution and assisting nature doing Its work. The
proprietors have so much faith in 1L
curative powers that they offer Ono
Hundred Dollars for any case that It
falls to cure. Send for list of testimonials.
AddesB F. J CHENEY & CO.. To-

Sheepmen Try This Medicine
With Good Effect

at

Carson Forest
Reserve.
For several years past the sheepmen of the iuthwest have suffered
serious losses from a diBcase known
among the. herders as "plngue."
"Plngue" is popularly supposed to
be caused by eating either the leaves
or roots of a plant which has in the
lust few years been quite prominent
in the public eye as the "rubber
plant or "rubber weed."
Whether this plat is a true rubber
plant or not is a matter which does
not interest the sheepmen so much as
some remedy for the sickness that fol
lows Its eating by their sheep. On the
Carson national forest In New Mexico,
Forest Ranger Bert Phllipps, in
whose district a great many sheep had
recently died from pingue, after making a study of the sickness, suggested
to the sheepmen whoee animals were
dying with It, that drenches of hot
water and salt might provo efficacious.
The materials for the remedy were
so quickly obtained and the remedy
so easily administered, that several
of the owners gave the plan a trial.
The sick sheep were drenched every
hour with liberal doses of the mixture with the result that animals
which before drenching were unable
to stand, were, inside of twenty-fou- r
hours, eating and running around
with the rest of tho herd apparently!
as well as ever.
While tho government experts have
not yet made a study of this disease
or given the suggested remedy official
sanction, the remedy itself is so apparently harmless and unobjectionable, that considering the results ob-- tf
Jned by Us use, there seems to be
no possible danger In giving It full
publicity. The sheepmen can, in this
manner, give it more extended trials
and possibly save themselves from the
serious losses which the eating of this
weed by stock has heretofore caused.
The disease will be carefully stud-le- d
and the results of administering
this remedy watched with a view to
correcting any errors in its use gh,ou1d
it not prove of as great value as Ig
expected. Meantime, every sheepman
whose sheep are. sick or dying from
plngu will, no doubt, be only too eager
to give this simple remedy of hot water and salt drenches, every hour, a
good trial, because, the annual losses
have been serious ones for the raisers
in the southwest where the dlsense or
sickness appears to be most prevalent
at the present time.
.
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Kansas City Stock Yards. May 6.
run of 30.000 cattle received
here last week w;is smallest for several weeks, and the market made a
gain of 25 to 35 cents for the week.
Not only was the run small, but the
demand was better than heretofore,
still further brightening the outlook
for good prices for fat cattle the pres- f nt month.
The run today Is 7,600
head, market 5 to 15 higher. Four
loads of the Lockhart steers sold at
weighing
1.300
$6.60 here today,
pounds, highest price reached by that
quality of steers here this year, and 36
cents above ten days ago for stm
liar steers. Western hay fed steers
eold today at $5.80 to $6.40, and cows
at $3.75 to $5.65. Stockerg and feed- frg sold stronger toward the close of
Inst week, and are 10 to 15 higher
today, sfockers worth $4 00 to $5.50.
feeders $4.71.". to 5.S5. top figures paid
Iranded steers where quality, flesh
and breeding are satisfactory.
Sheep and lambs made an advance
of 23 to 3'', cents last week, and the
market is 15 to 25 higher today. The
run Is as heavy us at this time a year
ago anl the demand is best it has
ever been at tliia season. Colorado fed
lambs
still coming pretty freely,
The
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SCHLOSS & CO., Wholesale Pealers, 313

VV.

Central Ave. Phone
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oTICT; Foil I'CHLICATIOX.
Department of the Interior,
3.
U.
Land (Of flee at Santa Fe, X. M.
(Not coal land.)
(Serial No. 05095.)'
April 5, 1909.
Notice Is hereby given that Robert
L. Roberts, of Laguna. X. M., who,
on Nov. 26. 1907. made H. E., No.
05095 for NE4, Section 10 Township
7 N., Range 4 W., N. M. P. Meridian,
has filed notice of Intention to make
final commutation proof, to establish
claim to the land above described,
before George H. Pradt, U. S. commissioner, at Laguna, N. M., on the
10th day of June. 1909.
Claimant names as witnesses: Juan
Lucero, of Cubero, N. M.; J. Miller,
of Laguna, ff. M.; Virgil p. Harrington, of Laguna, N. M.; James A. Miller, of Laguna, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.
o

arrived in San IUcg-o- ,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Cal., after liLs fourth
trip to Ijo Aiigelc within a, work iw.
Land.)
obj.yilod to having 1U ploture taken. When tln camera iiinn
to Department(Notof Coal
U. S.
the Interior,
got Mm picture any way Gates startetl for him. Tlu-s- . picture
snapLand Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
ped by the- elusive pliotoRTaplu-- r while Clmi'llo wus in hot pursuit.
April 10. 1909.
San Diego, Cal., May 5. Although
The special train stunts of young
Notice Is hereby given that Juan
Charlie Gates has left here for New Gates caused a big sensation in this F. Romero, of Albuquerque, N. M.,
York at the very urgent command of city. The people in this furthermost who, on
190.., made Home
his father, John W. (Het You a Mil- corner or the United States are not stead Entry No. 5347, for SW14, Seclion) Gates, San Diego is still talking used to such "a pace as Gates led for tion 4, Township 8 N., Range 6 E..
about the four special trains lie char- one solid week. Four chartered spe- N. M. P., Meridian, has filed notice
tered In one week to cover the space cials in seven days! Gates said he ot intention to make final five year
between San Diego and Los Angeles, hired them simply to beat? the regular proofs, to establish claim to the land
.peclaltrains In this neck of the woods trains, as they were too slow for him. above described, before H. W. S.
cost about $500 each, but Charlie
Mrs. Charlie Gutes was ill In New j Otero, U. S. Court Commissioner at
didn't seem to care for that. Besides, York when she read of her hubby's Albuquerque, N. M., on the 7th day
he told friends here that he made a escapades In Kan Diego. Then all the of June, 1909.
Claimant names as witnesses:
killing In Union ,Paclflc a short time persuasive powers nf Gates seniof
Filomeno Mora, of Chilli!. N. M.:
ago, when he cleaned up something were put into play to bring the young
Juan Antonio Alderete', of Albuquerman home to attend to business.
like $350,000.
que, N. M.; Perfirlo Sandoval,
of
Chilllt, N. M.; Prudencio Maldonado,
of Chliill, N. M.
IjVAi.Mj NOTICE.
and sale3 ot Arkansas Valley lambs
MANUEL R. OTERO.
today were mainly at J8.60 to $8.75,
Register.
a few light lambs at $8.35 and $8.40,
highest prices on record at this mar- In the District Court of the County
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
of Bernalillo, Territory of New
ket except for a short time in 1906.
Mexico.
Yearlings reached $7.65 today, weth(Not coal land.)
ers worth up to $6.75, ewes $6.25, Whitney Company, Plaintiff, v. Lee Department of the Interior, U. 3.
& Green, Defendant. No. 7990.
ome clipped ewes today at $3.50. Fed
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
stuff will sell at extremely high prices To Whom It May Concern:
(Serial (No. 02583.)
as long as It continues to come this
April S, 1908.
Is hereby given that the deNotice
season. Texas muttons are not coming position
Notice Is hereby given that Martin
B.
W.
will
of
Green
be
taken
very freely, and market on them is by John W,
notary public, Ryan, of Albuquerque, N. M., who,
also 25 to 35 cents higher than a week pursuant to anWilson,
order
of the court on Nov. 5, 1906, made Sf. E., No.
ago, bulk of clipped muttons at $5.25 and commission, on the
lj5th day of 10211, for Lots 1, 2, 3, and 4. Ssctloa
to $5.60. Fat goats sell at $3.75 to June, 1909, at the residence of said 3, TownBhip 10 N., Range 3 EL, N.
$4.25, brushers $3.25 to $3.65.
M. R. Green, 712 East Coal avenue, M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
Albuquerque, New Mexico, to perpet- intention to make final five year
land
uate
his testimony; said testimony to proof, to establish claim to theOtero;
Our 'work to aa near' perfection
In the above suit brought to above described, before H. W.
be
used
possible. No old, worn out, broken
judgment for the amount due United States court commissioner, at
down or obsolete machinery In our obtainplaintiff
said
for goods sold and de- Albuquerque, N. M., on ths 11th day
plant. Evcrytldng new and up to livered said defendants
of June, 1909.
by said comthe minute. Always better work and pany.
Claimant names as witnesses: John
more prompt service. We defy comA. Johnson, Josle A. Johnson, John
RAYNOLE6,
HERBERT F.
A trial bundle
petition.
will conMaher. George Souther, all of AlbuAttorney for Plaintiff.,
Laundry
Co.
vince you. Imperial
querque, N. M.
Postofflce address, Albuquerque, N.
Back of post orfloe. Phone 148. Red
MANUEL R. OTERO,
wagons.
M.
Register.
rcx-co"-
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TO SELL

AnythingQuickly

Till: LIVI.SIXKK MAHiurr.
.1

.1

Take Hall's Tills for constitpation.

i

E

tx

ledo, Ohio.
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
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MAY ft.

You can learn who will pay good prices
for the things you have to sell, at no expense, except for the cost of a Citizen. It's
easy profitable and more dignified than
the "for sale" sign wayonly a few people will notice the sign, and they may not
be interested in what you have to sell.
Not only can you find a ready buyer for
single articles, but stores, houses and real
estate can be sold if you patronize the Citizen Want Ad Columns

Read Citizen Want Ads Every Day

L
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MAT S,

YTCDNKSDAY,

aujUQUERQUE crnzxnr.
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MALE HELP

I

FEMALE HELP

ROOMS TO RENT

CLERKS

Classified Mds

STENOGRAPHERS
BOOKKEEPERS
SALESMEN
AGENTS

j JOHN MOORE
REALTY 1888
CO.

FURNITURE

HOUSES FOR SALT

STAR

FVRXITl-H-

O. NIrlsen, Mgr.

Established

E

CO.
214 Gold avenue.

Real Estate, Loans,

Household goods bought, sold and
exchanged. Mall orders promptly attended to.

RANCHES FOR 8AI.I
BUSINESS OPPOR-

FIRE INSURANCE
FOR 8ALE.
Six front lots on E.
Copper ave. Great bargain.
1500.00

Tailors & Cleaners

TUNITIES
MONET TO LOAN

Albuquerque's Popular Want Columns

CANVASSERS

WANTED-Posltlo-

Clearing House for the People's Wants

pi RECTORY

RUSINPSS

DOUSES FOR RENT

EW

LOST AND FOUND

MEXICO CLEANING
PRESSING WORKS.

$1,000.00

AND

119 West Gold avenue. French dry
and steam cleaning. Goods railed for
and delivered. Phone 1143. J. A
Gardner, Prop.

ns

as

1

PROFESSIONAL

WANTED Position by flint class
male cook. Address Sam T,tng, care
Sam Kee, 21S S. Second Mreet.
light
driving
WANTED Position
work;
team or some light outtf-o- r
g
12 years business and
experience. X.. Citizen office.
POSITION WANTED By a first-clastenographer and typewriter.
English and Spanish translations
a specialty. Thorough knowledge
of up to date business methods,
and Insurance. Best
of references furnished on application. Address R., care Citizen of-

M. It VAN, TAIIiOR.
Cleaning, prest-'nand repairing
i 801 South Second fctreet.

CARDS

PHYSICIANS
SOLOMON

booK-keeptn-

REAL ESTATE

L. BURTON, M. D.

GOLD AVION I E RE.-UTCO.
J. M. Sollie and Edward LeBreton,
proprietors of the new real estate ofResidence,
10 South Walter Street, fice at 117 West Gold avenue, are prepared to serve the public along all
Phone 10S0. Office,
Bar net I
real estate lines. List your property
Building. Phone. 117.
with us.

Physician and Surgeon.

ss

home;

A

large lot, Keleher ave. Rare
chance to buy a good home
cheap. Easy terms.
$3,000 Three beautiful corner lots, 75x200 ft. on W.
ave. This is a snap.
$2300
good
home;
two lots, stables, on South
Edith, close In. An exceptional
bargain.
$1300 Rooming
house nn
Central ave. Creat chance for
quick buyer. Easy terms.
MANY OTI1KU BARGAINS IX
ALL SIXTIOAS OF CITY.
LOTS IN SEW TOWN Ol'
HELEN at original plat prices,
(tell at our ofilce for run particulars1.
CHOICE VAOANT IVTS IN
CITY OP ALIltQUKlUH E. See
us before buying rtarvtlicre. We
can save you money.

t

.

book-keepi-

A. G. 6HORTLE,

Practice Limited to Tuberculosis.

fice.

it

die-tribu-te

FEMALE HELP

There is a stock exchange in every city that has a newspaper, no matter how small it may be. That exchange is the
WANT AD COLUMNS of the daily paper.

Turn back to the want ad page tonight; note the kinds
of life stock

that are to be sold or exchanged tomorrow

If you want a horse or a cow there is no better market to

which you can go.
If you have a horse or cow to sell you can get more for it
in this market because there will be more buyers.
An auction sale will often bring more money than a private sale, because people then bid against one another.
So don't try to sell your horse or cow to your neighbor and
let him set the price; sell it through the want ad columns and
set the price yourself the more offers the higher the price Test
this for yourself.

a.,

SJBI
THE BEAUTY COM'KST.

REST.

$8.00
house, near
hop on Paclflo avenue.
$10.00
new
Comfortable,
house. North Eighth St.
$20.00 Rooming house with
store room, close to shop.

DAILY SHORT STORIES

By (Stuarti 11. Slone.
On the broad lawn before

DENTISTS

THE STOCK EXCHANGE

WANTEB Lady to represent us at
home; good position; good pay and
tailor made suit free in 90 days.
unnecessary;
Experience
reliable
firm. Address J. E. MoBrady Co.,
Chicago.
SALESMEN
WANTED A lady collector.
rled or single, to collect a few days WANTED Salesman: Experienced In
monthly for a California Installany line to sell
trade in
ment house. Easy work, food pay.
New Mexico.
An unexcelled speReferenees required. Address Box
cialty
proposition.
Commissions
144. Oakland, Cai.
with 136 weekly advance for expenses. The Continental Jewelry
WANTED
Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
want
WANTED Ws
TANTMD Second
sacks. SALESMEN
hand
men capable of earning 1(0, f 71 or
Hahn's Coal yard.
1100 per week to sail rotary wind
WANTED To buy large tract of
signs. If you can get and mean
report,
full
Give
cash
fmber.
business, writs Albright Sign Co.,
price, location, shipping facilities,
Muncle, Ind.
also terms. I. C. Cockey, 121 KM
WANTSD An energetic,
educated
redg Bldg., Denver, Colo.
man to sell the New International
regarding
OTANTBD
neyelopaedla
In Nw
Information
Mexico;
splendid opening; stats age, presfarm or business tor sale; not par'
ent employment and give referen
tlcular atoot location; wish to hear
ees. ixjdd.
from owner only, who will sell dl
Mead and company,
descripbuyer;
give
price,
root to
Bkukert Building, Kansas City, Mo.
tion, and stats when possession can tVANTBD capable
salesman to oevst
he had. Address L. Derbyshire.
New Mexico with stapls line. High
Box II 10, Rochester. N. Y.
commissions, with 1101 monthly
advance. Permanent position to
right man. Jess H. Smith Co., De
AGENTS
troit. Mich.
111 PER WEEK PAID ONB PERSON
T ANTED
Salesman ta iwrn nn.tn.
In each county to handle our big
date Souvenir Post Card as aide
advertising combination. J. 3.
line. Money making
proposition.
ler Company. Come Block. Chicago.
Borne or our men making 1209
monthly. Stats references. Gartner
TANTBD Agents to sen our Lin of
Bendsr, Chicago.
cigars with ai new patent elgar
lighter. Can also be carried as a WANTED
10 a month. 170 expense
side Una Address Crown Cigar Co
onanoUse ana grocery
catalogues;
Milwaukee. Wis.
mall order house. American Horn
Supply Co.. Desk II, Chicago, 111.
KBSPONBIBLS)
men to sell Oaso
lens Lighting Systems, Exclusive WANTED Salesman
achaving
territory, attractive proposition to
quaintance with leading manufactright parties. Catalog free. Acora
urers of Albuquerque and surroundBrass Mfg. Co. Chicago, 111.
ing territory.
Must have general
knowledge of machinery and beltWANTED Reliable man to work
ing and be prepared to work on a
elty of Albuquerque with Clear Haliberal commission basis as a regvana Cigar proposition. For particular or side line. Post Offlcs Box
ular addreas Box 111 Tbor Sub
141, Station C. Cleveland, Ohio.
station, Tampa, Fla.
sr ANTED Agents make It a day; f ANTED Honest, energetic salesmen t sell a general Una of high
seven fast sellers; big new illustratgrad food products to hotels, resed catalogue and samples tree.
taurant, farmers, ranchers and
Commercial Supply Co., Box till,
larg consumers. Kxperlancs
Boston, Mass.
thr
naeeessary;
we teach
you the
aOENTH Positively make 110 to
xcluslv territory. Our
basin;
110 dally selling the greatest phogoods are guaranteed full weight,
to art specialty ever produced;
full saaesur and In every way
something new and unusual. L. k.
aiset th. rn!rmnt of all oiire
NutUrr, Mgr.. tit Carroll
Couil lews.
aTxeepJc.l uyyonuu'
in.
ity; writ today for particular
aQENT8, MAX.B OR FEMALE, can
Johs S.rtoa A company. Whole-sa- l
me
a!l kinds of money eelltng
arovere, Lak A Franklin sta.,
sty Pongee Swiss Embroidered
Chicago
Waist Patterns and Silk Shawls.
Sbe money for you. Catalogue
CITIZEN
saaUM on request.
JoMpa Qroiik,
WANT ADS
11 irroaawsy, N. Y. city.
BRING RESULTS.
Ch;-eag- o.

t

Hours 10 to
and to 4
Telephone 884
8,
Rooms
and 10, State) National
Bank Block.

MALE HELP
WANTED Four good house carpenters. Ed. Fournelle.
Fourth and
Copper.
WANTED Albuquerque representative. Control staple line. Large con$2,500
sumption. Position
worth
yearly to man with business acquaintance or to hustler. Consolidated Mfg. Co.. Rochester, N. Y.
WANTED $90 a month, 70 expense
allowance at start, to put out merchandise and 'grocery catalogues.
Mall 'order house. American Home
Supply Co., Desk 44, Chicago, 111.
TRITE and w will explain liow we
pay any man $81 per month and all
traveling expanse to take orders
for portrsita. Experience anneces-sar- y.
This offer mad by tke greatest portrait house In the world.
Writ now before It Is too late.
R. D. Martel, Dept. 120, Chleage.
MEN WANTED QUICKLY By Dig
Chicago mall order house, to
advertise, etc.
catalogues,
Its a week; 160 expense allowance
ret month; no experience required.
Manager, Dept. 101, I8S Wabash
arena. Chicago.
UMN Take orders for the largest
portrait bouse. Borne of our men
are making fSOO a menth, s can
rea. Address, National Art and
Crayon On Dept. 447, Chicago.
rOUNO MSN FOR RAILWAY MAIL
Berries. Examination In Albuquerque May II. Intending applicants
should begin preparation at once.
Sample questions and "How Government Position Are Secured,"
Schools, 717
sent free. Iriter-etat- e
Iowa At., Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

TOR,

M. D.

.

strictly

$25.00

mod-

ern brick house at 301 E. Gold
$2.50 per week, I rooms, furnished for light housekeeping.
West Copper, near Third street.
$85.00
Hotel Henrietta, is
brand new, never occupied, is
modern, 17 rooms; fin location, a bargain.
Desirable houses in all sections of city for rent. Come in
and see our list.

Judge
Lincoln's stately mansion, Hanniba
DR. J. E. KRAFT.
Hawkins, editor of the Moundvllle
Monitor, sat In earnest converse with
Dental Surgery.
the judge's pretty daughter, Miss Margaret. The young journalist, pounding
Rooms 1 and S, Barnett Beliding, his heel Into the sward, spoke in treOver O'Rieily Drng store.
mulous tones.
Appointments Made by Mail.
"How about a lady's blcyclo for the
Phone Tee.
first prize, Margaret?"
ABSTRACTS OF TITLE.
The judge's daughter ' shook hsr
Having the only up to date
golden-brow- n
head.
"No,"
she said,
Abstract Books for the city of
DBS. OOPP ANs PH'ITU'.
flatly, "a grand piano."
Albuquerque ' and county of
"A solid gold watch then or a trip
Bernalillo, and a competent
DENTISTS.
to New York," suggested Hawkins.
experienced
and
abstractor,
Again Miss Lincoln shook her head,
and conveyancer In our office,
Room 11.
"Or a runabout," suggested Hawwe are prepared to furnish
kins. "Grand pianos are so expencorrect ABSTRACTS OF TIW. T. Armlje Building.
sive, you know."
TLE on RHORTEST NOTICE,
When the young editor looked up,
and at LOWEST PRICES.
EDMUND J. ALGER, D. D. &
however, and beheld the girl's
MONEY TO LOAN at $ par
smile, he haggled no
cent on first mortgage, in any
Office hours,
a. m. to 11:8 p. m. longer. "That's all right, Margaret,"
amount above $100.
l:Se to p. m.
he promised. "The first prise In the
LOANS
NEGOTIATED
Moundvllle Monitor's beauty contest
MONEY INVESTED HOUSES
Appointments made by man.
shall be a 1500 grand piano, and I
RENTED
TAXES PAID
SO
W. Central Ave.
Phone 4SI hope you win."
and complete charge taken of
The Judge's daughter beamed raproperties for residents and
diantly upon Hannibal Hawkins. "If
LAWYERS
I win"
she began.
NOTARY FtTBLIO IN OF- "If I win, I shall be In a mood to
FIC90.
to
listen
subject
the
that you have
R. W. D. BRYAN
oroached.I believe, 18 times."
Gold Avmu
219
jumped
Hawkins
to his feet. 'Td
Attorney at Law.
like to know who can defeat you!"
"The piano's yours
Office First National Bank Building ho challenged.
and you're mine!"
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
The editor departed, treading udou
FOR RENT.
air. He had proposed just II times
Five room brick house, electric
H W. DOBSON
to Margaret Lincoln, and had received
light, bath, large closets, lawn,
but Indifferent encouragement.
Now
cement sidewalks, excellent locaAttoniey at Law.
he felt that she was as good as won.
tion and neighborhood, close in;
A few discreet hints would enlist his
126; water paid.
Office, Ooibwell Block.
friends for the girl, and her striking
Three room flats, with bath,
Albuquaque, New Mexleo.
beauty and general popularity would
near shops, $10; water paid,
carry her through once her name was
presented. Then It would be a case
IRA ML. BONB
FOR SALE,
or giving the costly rrand piano to
Twenty acre farm, 11 acres In
H
il
n
II
himself.
i1nu
.
Uaroarat - it.M .
Attorney at Law.
V' J
...u.bwsvv
alfalfa, 900 bearing grape Tines,
. dreamv
waltz tunea iinnn lfr In thai.
a good many fruit trees, five room
new
home on summer evenings. HawPensions, Land Patents, Oopywrtgta ts.
adobe house, corral, etc.; well
kins whistled gayly as ho walkeJ
uaveats, ijeoer Patents, Trade
fenced, near main ditch, about
away.
Marks, Claims.
two
and one-ha- lf
miles from town.
But the race was to be no walkF Street N. W. Washington, D.
13,000,
Price
over for Margaret Lincoln. Ohio
About II acres good land
school teachers, charming gales ladies
THOS. K. D. MABDBBON
short distance west of the Barelas
and blooming girls graduates entered
bridge. Price 171 an acre.
and for a while it was anybody's race.
Attoraey at Law
Forty-fiv- e
acres fine land, one-ha- lf
Then the contest narrowed to Miss
In alfalfa,
balance planted
Lincoln and three rivals; and Anally
Office, H7 West Geld Ave,
year
In corn
last
and wheat;
the Judge's daughter and Minna
about seven mile from town.
Grant, the pretty cashier of the Blue
$3,600.
Front department store, ran neck and Price
INSURANCE
Six room frame house, strictly
neck. Hawkins worked the best he
modern, four block from busicould for pretty Margaret Lincoln,
ness center, 11,100.
B. A. BLEY8TER
but, 'by reuson of hie position, could
Money to loan on first-ela- ts
senot openly take sides. Hy the morncurity.
Insurance, Real Estate, Notary
ing of the final duy. Miss Grant and
Miss Lincoln were practically
Pubtte.
tied,
with upward of 320,000 votes euch.
Rooms It and 14, Cromwell BIk.
All Moundvllle was astir with the ex
Albuquerque
New Mexico citement of the great contest, and the
judges the mayor and leading barber
111 West Cold A vena,
appeared to count the final mornA. E. WALKER
Albuquerque, New Mexfcw.
ing's vote and declare the winner.
The eontcot was to close at noon
Fire lASuranc)
and, to expedite matters, the judges
Secret ary Matual Bmilding Association Dfgan to count the ballots at 11:80.
An avalanche of subscriptions had
X17 west oentray Avenue
4W44
Bnd tor nr Select
come In thut morning and Hawklni
List of
FIFTY
CALIFORNIA
was fidgeting about In a state of nerv
PAPSRSJ
whereby
you
can
ous
AUCTIONEER
panic when old 'Squire Ducan of
Insert dls- Play ads In all papers for
Uraggs Hollow pottered In.
FIVB DOLLARS PUR INCH
want to pay my subscription to
J. M. Belli of the arm of MoIU A the'I Monitor,"
The Bake Advertising Agency,
quavered
the
'uulr".
L
117 West Gold avenue.
Incorporated.
three yeurs past, and I want the
has obtained an auctioneer's license "for
417 & Mala St. II Oreery St
vot.w
cast
Miss
for
Margaret
Linfor the purpose of serving the public coln."
Los Angeles, Cel. San Franclseu.
in inat capacity as well as doing an
All right, 'souire," assented Haw
auction business at their own store
on Thursday of each week, at 1:10 kins.
As ho signed the rereiut he over
and 7:11 o'clock. Mr. Bollla a
heard Iiarnes, the mayor, whisper to gal's been needin' a new piano."
bad bread experience in the auction Jenkins,
Hawkins threw the thousand vote
the barber: "it's a tie. iiill Ir.to
business In his yeuagsr dava With
the box just as the clock struck
H miuaru
tie
with
the
300
vote
fcls close attention to business and th
12, and the
Judges solemnly an'Squire
going
Duncan's
In
to
nut
for
polite and: easy way in which he can Miss
nounced. "Mis Liin oln wins ' by a
Margaret.
addreas the people, will assure him
thousand votes."
success as in other days. The peo oneIt was three minutes to 12 and no
And that summer,
as Hannibal
knew
the
save
judges
result
the
ple of Albuquerque can make
no
Hawkins, in his ne.w home, listened to
Hannibal
and
Hawkins.
The
editor's
mistake ta giving Mr. Soil! their
young
his
wife
mrumniisg on her
heart leaped with sudden Inspiration. grand
work.
piano, he wonde.-e;r,
if
"You'd bi tter moke it two years in
'squire
was
getting
equal enjoy .neat
advance, as we're giving unabridged
out ft hi.
r
dictionaries wltli
subscriptions."
Lived 152 Yearn.
'Squire Duncan
his head.
Wm. fair England's oldent man-ma- rried
AND CURE THK
LUNGS 'Nope, I don't wantshook
none of vour die.
the third time at 120, worked
tionaries."
in the tieldM till l.ij and lived
28
nne.
inruwiiig
new
iu
years longer. People should be joutn-fuuiu
w
read wagoiw with
subscrlp- at 80. James Wright, i.f s,.urin,.i. l
ions, urgeu the editor. "Uetter take
., snows njw to remain young.
iy
It un."
fen) Jur like a
by,"
Squire Duncan hesitated.
It
urit.'H. "niter taking six bottl.-r,f
ll:f.. Hawkins itrew riMn.n,i. Klectric
Hitters. For thirty years kid'Muring this greut contest we're offer ney trouble
made life a burden, but
ing lf.00 grand pianos with 10- - yenr tha
first bottle of thia wonderful medsubscription.
Itetter
make
it 10 icine convinced me I had found the
WP Hi THROAT INO IUMQ TROUBLES.
squire."
greatewt cure on earth." They're
a
"Hy sum!" cried the 'squire. "Here Oodsend to
GUARANTEED SATISKAUXORi
sickly
or
your $10 for 10 years and everv old people. week,
ua
ittUNLlu).
Try them. 50c at all
vcte for Miss Margaret Lincoln. My

t

ts.

Wft

V

FOR REN1

FOR SALE

SALE OR RENT Good res
FOR RENT Fine, large, rooms, FOR
taurant, good location. Call at 315
furnished, reasonable.
soutn inrst street.
Cottages with yards.
FOR SALE Driving and
saddle
Store room.
pony, ' harness, saddle and buggy.
Alfalfa ranch, all close In.
Margam. itnom 7. N. T. Armilo bid
Inquire 111
North Third street
FOR SALE 29 room hotel, g3o3
FOR RBNT Typewriters, all kinds.
business, 1 1,300 will swing it; bal
Albuquerque Typewriter Bxchange,
ance on time. Other business reason
111 West Central.
for selling,
FOR RHNT Southern hotel furnish- FOR SALT! Oliver Typewriter No.
ed; 34 rooms. W. II. McMilllon, 211
6, new; ,iever been used. Sacrifice,
West Gold.
Millett Studio.
FOR RENT Houses, 4 to 8 rooms. FOR SALE 165 Singer lewlni ma
chine, used I months; 130. Others
Boarding house furniture for ealo;
easy payments. W. II. McMilllon.
is ana up. 114 West Gold.
real estate broker, 211 West Gold.
FOR SALE The house at 201 N
Edith at a bargain, inspect same,
Chas. Mann, Old Albuquerque.
Rooms
FOR SALE A line Bardman piano,
TO RENT A nicely furnished front
good as new, beautiful tone. A
room; can have board In house If
Chance to ossess an Instrument nf
wanted. No other roomer. 101 8.
unexcelled make at Just half what
Walter street
it is worth. On exhibit at Whit
son's Musio store. 114 South Set
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms
ond street. Albuquerque.
ror light housekeeping,
110, 111
ana lis per month, 114 West Gold.
STOLEN
FOR RENT Nice furnished rooms,
for housekeeping. Apply Mrs. Dor-a- STRAY HD OR STOLEN
From the
Hunlng Meadow, Albu
a
624 W. Central, rear. Rent reabny pony about
font teen
band
sonable.
high, with black mcne. tail ird
feet, a small white spot jn fore
head. No other whit- - muks In
distinct brand, on
shoulier,
WANTED Knergetic man with 173
3.
thus
tu invest in well paying business;
Deliver ;.t Triinblu's
established 3 year In city. Easy
stable. Second tre"t. for reward.
Ira A. Abbott.
work. Address II. W, A. care Citi,

Furnished

n.

ue-;u- o,

Business Opportunities

zen.

AUTHORS
seeking a publisher
should communicate
with
the
Cochrane Publishing company, 177
Tribune building. New York city.
FOR SALE: Well established, good
paying business. Invoices about
0.
e,
Address p. O. Box 120,
New Mex.
18.-00-

Albu-ouerau-

MONEY

TO LOAN

Do you need it? We can
lurnisn capital for any meritorious
enterprise. Stock and bond Issues
sold on commission basts. Metropolitan Investment company.
111
I.a Sail, St.. Chicago.

We Ask You
to take Cardul, (or your female
troubles, because ve are sure It
will help you. Remember that
this great female remedy

MONEY

LOST

and

150 ltl:VV.UI

Ixt

FOUND

on Flint street
ut Clin head of Odd avenue, a diamond welKhliig 1 carat; ryrn to
room
, Oumucll
building, and
retvlte reward. Plioue 829.

has brought relief to thousands of
cither sick voiuda, aO h uu to
you ? For headache, backache,
periodical pains, female weakness, many have said It Is "the
best medicine to take." Try It 1

Sold In This City

,

a

A.

Montoya

srtn,

j

five-yea-

KILLthi COUCH
Dr. King's

.jio

five-ye-

lev; Discovery

auai

run-dow- n

FAG

WEDNESDAY. MAY J. IMI.

K50T.
Fe. He was accompanied
Harley. of" silver City.

CANDY

Attorny Isaac lUrth

by Judge

has commenced suit
in the' Second judical district court
sun I nst Jor-C. Sandoval to recover
t21.t.!)6 alleged to be due him as a
part of a depredation claim, for which
lu wan to secure
The S. C. Morey Mercantile company, of Denver, which has Just Hied
incorporation papers with capital of
tl!."0.i0 in Santa Fe. has named U.
W. I. Bryan as New Mexico agent,
with headquarters in Albuquerque.
John S.iutelle, the 17 year old boy
sentenced to a year In the penitentiary for" larceny by Judge Abbott,
II1 go to the Colorado reform school
instead, the court having consented.
The boy will leave for Golden tonight.
The regular Wednesday evening
prayer meeting of the Lead avenue
Methodist eaurch will be omitted tonight in order to permit the members of the congregation to Join with
the revival services at the Ilaptlst
church.
The many friends of Mrs. Hawkins,
wife of the manager for the Posta'
Telegraph company, will be pleased
to learn that she Is recovering rapidly
from the operation she suffered a
week ago. She will be able to leave
the hpital within a week or ten
'
days.
WANTED A paper hanger and a
painter. Jeckell, 113 West Lend.
Ttoy F. Hall, a prominent attorney
of Amarllla, Texas, arrived in the city
last evening and will open law offices
here in the near future. Mr. Hall, for
some time past, has been practicing
law in Gallup, X. M., and Is well and
xavoraoiy Known inrougnoui mis ter-- i
ruory ana 'lexas.
Mrs: M. P. Stamm of Hunlng ave-ru- e
is entertaining
Mrs. Lucy
who for many years was a
resident of Albuquerque, but who has
made her home In Los Angeles for
tho past few years. Mrs. McClellan Is
en route for Golden, Colo., where she
will visit for a few months.
There will be a meeting of the Woman's Circle on Thursday afternoon
May 6 at the home of Mrs. Van Eaton. 312 West Hazeldine avenue. Busipromptly
at 2:30
ness meeting
o'clock. Mrs. Van Enton will entertain. All ladies of the eburch and congregation are cordially invited.
Co's.
Renjumin
Correct
Alfred
Clothes for Men do not follow die
faslilons they lead tlicni. Hcnjnmln
Bros., 318 West Central.
The body of G. H. Jones, whose
death occurred in this city last Monday noon, was shipped to Elmira,
New York, this morning and was accompanied by the wife and two children of the dead man. Mr. Jones
came to this city about six months
ago. He was prominently connected
with the Odd Fellows lodge.
Ben Jaffa, of the Jaffa Grocery
company, leaves for Trinidad, Colo.,
this evening, where he will attend the
funeral of his .uncle, Samuel Jaffa,
whose death.. .occurred in that city
yesterday morning. Mrs. Bessie Jafof Samuel
fa of this city, sister-in-laJaffa, was at his bedside when death
came and will remain in Trinidad un
til after the "funeral.
The first car load of machinery for
the new foundry the National Foun
building in the south
dry company-ieastern part of the city, arrived yesterday and is being unloaded today.
been
The building has practically
completed and the installation of the
machinery is all that remains to be
done before the big blast furnace can
be started. Harry C. Webb, the man
ager, believes that tne wneeis win oe
started about May 15.
Local railroad men were consider
ably interested today over the expect917,
ed arrival here of engine No.
which Is equipped with the new
Jacobs-ShupeAre box and boiler.
This new equipment promise to revo
lutionize engine building. It is so
constructed as to do awav with th5
stay bolts used originally. These bolts
weakened the 'Ore boxes and boner
to a great extent. The engine expected here is making a trial run under Prof. MqFarland.
You make 50c every time you buy
one of our $1.50 Shirts for $1. See
the window. Benjamin Bros., 218
West Central. J.ike

H. Myer

1S1I18

one-thir-

NOBBY LOW SHOES
This is low shoe time and high time to

discard your heavy footwear and buy a pair
of our snappy Oxfords, Pumps or Slippers.
They show olf the beauty of your foot to
the best advantage, and fit so well right
from the beginning that the painful process
of breaking-i- is entirely eliminated.

A SMAIiL PURCHASK
of our candy always results in a bin
ger one next time. Nobody who
tastes our candy Is ever satisfied with

I'ttle box the second time.
But even a little of our candy Is
bitter than none at all. Indeed it in
much better than a whole lot of the

common kind. So come in for any
quantity yoj like. If you cannot b:iy
much, buy as much as you can. You 11
enjoy it anywty

n

$2-Men's Oxfords, black, tan, oxblood .
$1.50
Men's Slippers, black or tan
Women's Oxfords, black, tan, grey, white . .$1. 50
Women's Pumps, black or tan
$2.50
low
heel
high
or
$1.25
Women's Slippers,
Boys' and Girls' Oxfords and Slippers.. ..$1.25

to
to
to
to
to
to

$4-o-

SCHTJTT CANDY CO.

$2.50
$4.00

Second Door North of P. O.

$3. 50

$3.00
$2.50

PERSONAL
PARAGRAPHS
Should you fall to receive The
Evening Citizen call , up Uie
Postal Telegraph Co., telephone
No. 86, and your paper will be
delivered by special messenger.
Try Qlorleta beer.rnone 482.
Insure in the Occidental Life.
George K. Brewer, fire 'Insurance
adjuster, left yesterday for Gallup,
C. Cronemcyer, a merchant of
Ariz., is In the city on a
short business vUslt.
Charles Mehan, formerly a clerk in
the local postuffice, was a visitor in
the city yesterday and left for Wins-lolast night.
iWllliam A. flayer, of thLs city, has
left for Santa Ke, where he hae accepted a position as accountant in the
territorial penitentiary.
Last call on the big shoe sale now
going on at William Chaplin's,
121
avenue.
West Central
Florshelm
shoes for men at cost.
Dr. M. I). Welsh, physician
and
surgeon for the Domingo Lumber Co.
at Pines. N. M., arrived in the city
last night from Pena Ulanca.
Perfecto Salazar, day operator for
the Western Union Telegraph company, left this morning for Trinidad,
g.
where he will remain a few weeks

Mens' Shoes Satisfy the Feet and Pocketbook

M

EfikSF

EXCLUSIVE AGENCY

w

MENS' PACKAR0 SH0ES

M-

l
Sboe nve
rreat refutation because the maker ha persistently maintained the high standard of thin Union Made Shoo,
hence it makes its own frienH G.ood quality and perfect fit are two
important features also, to be considered In a shoe. - This you Ret
with every pair stamped Packard. We are showing them in all the
newest lasts and leathers in button or lace. See them and make your
early selection. Every pair guaranteed to please.
ls4-.kJi-

TEN" SHTXES

vte-itin-

Olenn S. Middlesworth, of Denver,
Colo.,' arrived in the city und has accepted a position as night operator
in the local Western Union Telegraph

FREE WITH EVERY PAIR SHOES $2.50 & OVER

offices.

William X. McGugln, organizer for
the Order of Owls, left this morning
for Clovls and other towns along the
where lie" will install
Bclen cut-of- f,

In Case of Emergency
c. o. r.

nests of the order.
For the month of Slay we will offer
usual reductions In all styles of shoes
for men and women. Chaplin's, 121
West Central avenue.
F. E. Sullivan, a newspaper man
and for several years Washington cor
respondent for the Chicago Chronicle,
H In the city accompanied by his wife
from Washington, D. C.
Mrs. Frank Ackerman
left last
night for Kirkwood, 111., where she
was called by the death of her brother, David Salter. Mrs. D. A. Bronson
of this city Is a daughter of the deceased.
Mrs. John Clreenwald, of Socorro, is
in the city. accompanied
by her
daughter, Mrs. W. F. Murray,
of
Denver. They arrived frojn the Gem
City this morning and registered at
the Alvarado.
Attorney Percy Wllsmi, mayor of
Silver City, wns In the city between
trains last night while returning
home from a business trip to Santa

One of our Three Registered Men may be
found at the following Telephone Numbers:
r. w. schmalmack 1442
hoffman
OKO.

us;
B.

WILLIAM

1199

TheWetWILLIAMS DRUG Co.
1 IT

Central Avenge. Blue Front. Phone 789.

Albuquerque.

LOCXXXXXXJOOCXXXXXXXX

For First Class Work and Prompt Delivery
CALL

HUBBS LAUNDRY CO,
WHITE WAGONS

utxyjotLxxjoorxxxxxxxxxxxxxxj?r

E. L. WASHBURV, Pres.

TCXJCXXXXXXXXXXXTXKXXXXXJO

fabrics In all
of Hart. Schaffner & Marx
clothes; and all the oth-i- r
good points.
All-wo- ol

Suit v$ 18 to $40
toC.pfright

!
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Colburn's
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Schaffner & Miff

SIMON STERN
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Employment

MAY

NOW
OUT WITH PRETTY
SUFFRAGE STAMP
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Hardware
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Prop.
Wood,
I J. A.

Mer-clian-

TO IXSPKtT TllK

XKW CAN VOX TUALL

Klngland, district foreBter located here, expects to leave this even,
ing for the grand canyon of Arizona
to inspect the proposed new trail the
Fant Fe proposes to put down the
wonderful gorge. The surveys for
the trail have been completed and
the Santa Fe company Is ready to
build the trail as soon as the consent
of the government can be secured.
Mr. Ttlngland will be absent from the
city several days.
A. C.

Iloi'lcanexl Newl Kaffir corn, dry
land raised, $2.00 XT liiindred. This
is a dollar jmt hundred le.Ns than rxxkI
You get
xhI were ever sold
the benefit of oar load purchase.
Kaffir corn makes cxcllciit fodder.
The wed Is one of the best for stock
or iMitillry. Grows well on alkali land
and Is a big producer. K. W. Fee, 602
l)t Soutli First. IMione IU. Prompt
sliipiiwiit on mail orders.

notico:.
The public is hereby notified not
to extend credit to my wife on my
account, as I will not be responsible
for any debts she may incur.
WM. H. SHOAT,

60S North

Arno street.

Sniajdiea

all Records.
As an
laxative tonic and
health-buildno other pills can compare with Dr. King's New Life Pllis.
They tone and regulate stomach, liver and kidneys, purify the blood,
strengthen the nerves; cure constipation, dyspepsia, biliousness, Jaundice,
Try
headache, chills and malaria.
ihem. I5c at all dealers.
o
"I have been sombewhat costive, but
gave
Just the results
Doan'a Regulets
desired. They act mildly and reguOeorge
perfectly."
late the bowels
B. Krause. 30 Walnut Ave., Altoona,
Pa.
all-rou-

er

a grand success. Our old
offerings and many new cusstore. The three days' sale
Come in and let your own

318

W

Phone

Central
316

-

Ave.
-

Plumbing, Heating,
Tin and popper Work

West Silver Avenue.

respectable class of trade.
None other need apply.
Consumptives not

FAIR

At a well attended and enthusiastic
meeting of the Retail Merchants' association in the offices of Stroup and
Collins last night, the name of Clark
M. Carr was suggested as president of
the New Mexico Fair ans'dciation. Tne
retail merchants endorsed Mr. Carr
and he will be suggested to the fair
association as the man to take charge
of the annual fair to be given In Albuquerque this fall.
The retailers Instructed the secretary to telegraph Delegate Andrews
that the association is In favor of the
income tax, which has been proposed
by Senator aBiley and other senators
as an amendment to the tariff law
now. under consideration, and alfo favored the Inheritance tax. The tariff
was discussed at length by members
of the association at the meeting.

v
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TAXATlOHWtTMflUT

THE 'NEW SUFFRAGE STAMP.
Here's the new suffraget stamp.
The National American
Woman
Suffrage association is putting them
out. As they sell for a cent apiece,
their general sale is destined to do
much in the nay of adding sinews of
war for the sufrage propoganda. Also,
their use la intended to popularize the
movement.
The first issue, an experiment, was
limited to 1.000,000.
The stamps
made such a hit, however, that the
issue was exhausted within a few
organization
Every suffrage
days.
in the country began clamoring for
them by telegraph and by mall. The
printers are working overtime new
petting out 10.000,000 of them.
little
The stamp is a handsome
thing, about the size of the govern
ment's old special delivery sticker.
It is printed In the same shade of
deep blue. Aiound Its sides are ranged
the names of the four states in which
women already
have votes Utah,
Wyoming, Idaho and Colorado.

X

t

to .ij.r.o.
We are showing a full assortment
ware. Our
of white
prices on it Is a.s low ns you pay for

the common heavy ware.
Feather pillows, fancy ticking, 60c.
TI1K MAZK.
WM. K1KKF Proprietor.
o

'

lor suites, earpets, linoleums, kitchen
and dining room furnishings, refrigerator and many other articles. Goods
In good condition and no sickness
J. M. SOLL1K, Auctioneer.

Oxford Special ttHc llosemvald's Shoe
Department.
Don't put it off until you can not
get your size. We have but 75 pair
of women's oxfords left, mostly broken lines, but all sizes in the lot. They
must go. 98c per pair fof $2.00 values
while they last. Kemember the place,
Rosenwald's shoe department.

shoes cheaper
Now is your time to get a pair
than ever before in this city.

CLAPK SHOE CO.
:5IMPIER
Postoffice, South Second bt.
Door

O

of

16c

Bacon, 24c

Virginia Hams, 16c
Virginia Bacon, 24c
These two brands are the
best the packers can put out

:

i

SKINNER'S
205 South First Street
'

Coal Coke Wood
BEST AMERICAN BLOCK
COAL
ALL LENGTHS CEDAR AND
PINION WOOD.
MILL AND FACTORY WOOD.
LUMP, S5.B.

M.S.

KTJT,

I will ell at auction Wednesday,
May 12th at 1 p. ni.. the entire fur
house, corner
nishings of a
5th and New York streets on the car
line, consisting of bed room and par-

of

North

Hams,

seml-porcelu-

! NEW SEASONABLE STOCKNO Trash
First

Swift's Premium

5c
Colgates Shaving soap
10c
Charcoal tablets
5C
Llue Seal vaseline
45c
Doane's Kidney Pills
A nice lot of hammocks from $1.00

Kvorv nair of Shoes on our shelves must be sold
within thirty days from May 1st, nothing reserved
every pair must go.

J
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Shoes
Shoes Shoes COST

1

'

Hotel

Catr.--, only, to a nice and

SELLING OUT AT

X

Clothier

Oraige

Office

as tfic Man for the I'lucr.

Out Clearance Sate

Crescent I

The

HEAD

THE

Central Ave.
Albuquerque

Stoves, Ranges, House Furnish
ing Goods, Cutlery and Tools,
Iron Tipe, Valves and Fittings

lhe Central

A venue

s"t-ter- s,

give you passe clothes and uncer-

Business Suits, $18 to $30
Full Dress Suits, $45 and $50
Prince Albert Coat and Vest, $30
Full Dress Suits to rent

Hart

113$ West Central Ave.
WANTED at once Edgerman,
lumber graders, two laborers,
also good carpent-r- .
Long steady
Job; good waso..

4

the first three days of this week was
customers took advantage of the rare
tomers were made firm friends of this
is over, but the low prices still prevail.
Judgment verify our statement.

1909

This store is the home of
Schaffner & , Marx
clothes.

-

SUFFRAGETS

319 West Cold Avenue

4

which fit with style to the minute.

n.

loo CUmnlng Work

w

PPDITT
IV 11

The Leading
Jeweler
.

Stein-Bloc- h

have something for every
the
taste.
man's
from
quiet dresser
who
sticks
Ideas,
to conventional
to
the swell young chap who
will "go the limit" of fash-Io-

Hand Tailored Clothe
tor Gentlemen

HAWKES, OR LIBBEY

Complete Outfitters for Men and Boys

for

produced

J.A.GARDNER

We have both makes. Our stock It large. Every piece marked very
low in plain figures. We will give a 10 per cent discount on these goods
to reduce stock.

(I.MOOKPO RATED)

Abandon them, sir,
Smart Clothes,

model
here; chcy-v- s
some very stun
we
ning. smart
things;
Best

Phone 72

WHEN YOU BUY CUT GLASS ASK FOR

tain style.

Hart Schaffner
& Marx

A. J. MALOY

C. O. CUSHMAN, Bee. 4 Treaa.

PASSE TAILOR
METHODS

This Sprbig ti see how
many varlatl nt tiiere are
In
models of Atiits and
Overcoats. N'n' kinks In
pockets, cuff, on sleeve
cut of thj klrts.
and
We'll show vo'i tl.e 'at'.t
tilings in

o

E. L. Washburn Company

You Will be

Our Uerries are shipped
to Vi direct from the
patch the same day they
are picked. They ate arriving in fine condition.
Give them a trill ::

,

rt

'irKS

IMALOY'S

is in I.es Truces

attending to business of a les.nl nature and will return In a few days.

We'll Please or Bust
ny oompeOtlom

We will meet

AZTEC FUEL CO.
Pbone 251.
Office, Corner Granite and

Pint

Strong Brothers

Pfl'P

0t

ll N

MC0NTllttl.

Mrs. R. B. Patten
Lady Assistant
You can Clothe Your Family

here on

SI. GO PER WEEK'
Men's

&

Ladies' Suits a specialty

E. MAHARAN
SIS West Central.

.a

